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The pass-through caused by global commodity prices has substantial impacts on the Taiwan 
economy and results in shifts in household expenditure patterns and the industrial structure. While the 
price pass-through coefficients for food follow the global trends, the coefficients for energy-related prices 
are higher in the domestic prices to core CPI which may result from the energy-related industries being 
either oligopolistic or monopolistic and the Taiwan government adopting subsidies when the fluctuations 
in energy-related prices were large. Shifts in energy-related products for the household expenditures are 
only slight, however, because energy-related items are almost inelastic demand, and are also heavily 
subsidized. The impacts of commodity price shocks on the industrial structure are evident in both the 
primary industries and secondary industries due to food and energy being intermediate inputs, and their 
impacts are reduced due to the technology innovations in food processes, energy-saving improvements, 
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I.  Introduction 
The pass-through caused by global commodity prices has substantial impacts on 
the Taiwan economy and has resulted in shifts in household expenditure patterns and the 
industrial structure. Globalization links the world through a network of increasingly 
close relationships, and causes each economy to be intertwined with the world market. 
The pass-through caused by global commodity prices is also evidence of this situation. 
Taiwan is a unique small open economy that is lacking in natural resources
1. Since 
Taiwan behaves as a price-taker in international markets, the price pass-through effect 
caused by changes in global commodity prices has a substantial impact on the domestic 
economy.  
Price pass-through can convulse an economy. Not only may it give rise to 
incentives to innovation and investment in technology as well as reflect market 
efficiency, but it may also inevitably worsen the income distribution, and fuel 
speculation. 
The degrees of price pass-through in food and energy appear to differ in the levels 
of economic development
2. Taiwan’s economy has taken off since the 1970s. Taiwan’s 
per capita GNP was about $393 in 1970, and reached $17,524 in 2008 while her 
household expenditure patterns and industrial structure have been radically transformed 
as shown in Table 1. Household expenditure patterns have been changing in Taiwan 
with the proportion of expenditure on food dropping from 50% in 1970 to about 24% in 
                                                 
1 Taiwan has to import about 99.9% of her crude oil. The value of imports of crude oil far exceeded 
Taiwan’s trade surplus (25.2 billion in US dollars) in 2007.   
2 According to the IMF (2008), the estimated coefficients for 25 advanced economies and 21 emerging 
economies show that food-related price pass-through in advanced economies was found to be higher 
than in developing economies, whereas energy-related price pass-through was found to be lower in 
developing economies. The sample was obtained from the IMF (2008).     3
2008. The expenditures on food-related goods and energy-related items
3  are accorded a 
weight of 52% over the disposable income of the lowest 20% of households
4. The 
higher the price pass-through effect, the more adverse is its effect on low-income 
households
5.  
The ratio of the secondary industry GDP to total GDP was around 36% in 1970, 
and reached 46% in 1980. Yet, the ratio of the secondary industry GDP to total GDP 
gradually fell to about 25.0% in 2008, being caused by Taiwan’s expansion plans in the 
service sector in the past twenty years as well as low production costs in China, which 
has attracted many of Taiwan’s manufacturing businesses. It needs to be asked if 
pass-through effects will result in distinct impacts as an economy is transformed and its 
household expenditure patterns and industrial structure are transformed as in Taiwan?   
As for the factors that might affect the extent of price pass-through, some studies 
have focused on institutional factors such as Imbs (2006) and Balakrishnan et al. (2009), 
who placed emphasis on financial integration, while some have focused on the 
relationship between monetary policy and exchange rate orientation with pass-through, 
such as Engel (2009), Ito and Sato (2008), the IMF (2008), Monacelli (2005), and so on. 
According to the IMF (2008), more than 80% of emerging and developing economies 
around the world still maintain heavily-managed exchange rate regimes in order to 
anchor inflationary expectations more easily, but this also restricts the ability of 
monetary policy to respond
6. 
                                                 
3  The food-related goods include food, beverages, and tobacco.  The energy-related
 goods and services 
comprise rent, water, electricity, gas and other fuels. 
4 The expenditures on food, rent, water, electricity, gas and other fuels account for less than 40% of 
disposable income for the highest 20% of households, according to the “Survey on Household Income 
and Expenditure in Taiwan,” published in 2007.   
5 According to OECD and FAO (2008), the weights of the food-related prices relative to the consumer 
price index are around 39.3% in developing economies and 16.2% in the developed economies, 
respectively.   
6  See the IMF (2008, pp. 105~106).   4
Taiwan is an export-oriented economy. The central bank of Taiwan has also 
carefully managed the exchange rate regime and thereby facilitated merchandise exports 
even though Taiwan has adopted a managed independently floating exchange rate policy 
since the mid-1980s. The influence of the monetary side on price pass-through has been 
restricted. Besides, the household expenditure patterns and transformation of the 
industrial structure have been more important than inflation to Taiwan’s economy since 
the 1990s owing to Taiwan’s businesses having moved to China, which has evidently 
speeded up the transformation of the industrial structure.   
Moreover, due to the constraints on data availability, both the United Nations and 
the IMF have omitted Taiwan’s statistics; there are also no empirical results for Taiwan 
in studies such as De Gregorio, Landerretche and Neilson (2007), IMF (2008), and 
Jongwanich and Park (2008). We thus focus on Taiwan as a case study both to make up 
for this omission and to serve as a source of reference for other economies. 
We focus our analysis more on the inner structural and distribution effects in 
Taiwan. Based on the data availability and the features of the Taiwan economy, we look 
at this issue by placing emphasis on the relationship between a commodity’s price 
pass-through with distribution effects on the real side and focus on consumers and 
producers.  
As a result, while the price pass-through coefficients for food follow global trends, 
the coefficients for energy-related prices are higher in terms of domestic prices to core 
CPI which may result from the industrial structure factors in energy-related industries 
and government policies. However, shifts in the energy-related products that help make 
up the household expenditures are only slight because the supply of energy-related 
services is inelastic, and they are heavily subsidized. The impacts of commodity price   5
shocks on the industrial structure are also reduced, resulting from the technology 
innovations in food processes, energy-saving improvements, and a reduction in 
energy-dependency. 
We start with a fundamental analysis of Taiwan’s price transmission channel and 
engage in empirical estimation to calculate the degree of price pass-through. Then we 
use the results to analyze the characteristics of the Taiwan economy and compare them 
with global trends. Then by adopting various scenarios we go further down to the 
demand side and the supply side in order to consider the economic outlook for Taiwan 
to see how the global commodity price fluctuations impact both consumers and 
producers.  
Table 1      The Economic Performance of Taiwan during the Price Fluctuations 
The GDP in Taiwan has increased four-fold since 1972 and the industrial structure has been 
upgraded 
1972~74 722 49.2 19.9 40. 9 19.6
1979~81 2360 40.9 23.1 43.2 109.0
1989~91 8451 28.9 30.4 38.7 72.3
1999~01 13935 24.1 29.7 28.9 82.9
2004~07 16275 24.0 29.2 27.4 194.8



















Notes: 1. oil-price is denoted by the Texas Spot price index which is obtained from the IFS. 
Data source: Own calculations based on DGBAS and AREMOS datasets. 
II. The Commodity Price Pass-Through in Taiwan 
1. The transmission mechanisms and empirical procedures for price pass-through   
The fluctuations in global commodity prices have impacts on the business cycles 
of small economies. As for Taiwan, the annual growth rates of the CPI (consumer price 
index) were higher during the oil crisis in 1973 and the energy crisis in 1979. 
Nevertheless, the fluctuations in the prices of food-related items which were used in the   6
calculation of the CPI were relatively moderate compared with the fluctuations in the 
prices of oil-related items which were used in the calculation of the CPI from the 1980s 
onward. This kind of situation was similar to the global trend.   
Figure 1 depicts the transmission channels and empirical procedures for the 
fluctuations in global commodity prices transmitted to Taiwan’s domestic prices and 
their impacts on Taiwan’s economy. The fluctuations in the global commodity prices 
affect the domestic prices by means of the trade sectors and domestically-produced 
processes, and result in changes in relative prices. They may influence consumers’ 
choices and reflect shifting household expenditure patterns. Thus, the various kinds of 
goods and services should be adjusted over time and thus the degrees of variation might 
be diversified. However, the changes in relative prices are not adjusted immediately and 
completely for there is usually a time lag. The degrees of global price pass-through are 
related to the industrial structures and consumers’ expenditure patterns. Hence, the 
fluctuations in global commodity prices will result in changes in consumer behaviors, 
the costs of production, and the impacts on different goods and services. 
In order to calculate the pass-through effect from international commodity prices 
to domestic prices in Taiwan, and evaluate the impact on household expenditure patterns 
and the industrial structure, we have conducted an empirical study with a focus on 
Taiwan. 
The empirical procedures involve first calculating the degree of price pass-through 
by means of the VAR model, then utilizing AIDS, a consumption conversion matrix and 
input-output tables to distribute the impacts of price pass-through effects to consumers 
and producers. To transmit the price pass through effects to consumers and producers, 
we need bridges to access the linkages. The bridges must capture the characteristics of 
the Taiwan economy and depict the interactions and transmissions of the price indexes. 
A macro-econometric model is an excellent solution
7. The details of the empirical 
                                                 
7 Although a macro-econometric model is criticized for the non-stationarity of time series data and 
suffers from the problems of spurious regression, a macro-econometric model can capture the   7
procedures are referred to in the appendices and the technical details are referred to on 
the Web. 
Figure 1    The Price Transmission and Empirical Prodecures Flow Chart 
The fluctuations in global commodity prices transmitted to Taiwan’s domestic prices and their 




2. Estimating Commodity Price Pass-Through 
There are two steps involved in assessing the potential impacts of the changes in 
the global commodity price pass-through on the core CPI in Taiwan. The first step is to 
link the changes in the domestic prices with the changes in global commodity prices. 
The second step is to link the core CPI inflation with the changes in the fuel and food 
                                                                                                                                               
characteristics of the Taiwan economy and depict the interactions and transmissions of price indexes. 
Besides, according to Park and Philips (1988, 1989), the traditional estimated methodology and 
asymptotic normality t test are still available if the residuals are I(0) and even if the model is a mix of 
I(1) and I(0). Furthermore, Hsiao (1997) also demonstrates that, despite variables that are integrated, 
the fundamental issues regarding structural equation modeling raised by the Cowles Commission 
remain valid and standard estimation and testing procedures can still be applied. 
Trade sectors 
(import price index,   
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prices in terms of domestic prices by controlling the changes in the Phillips curve output 
gap, respectively
8.  
The estimated results of the price pass-through in Taiwan are illustrated in Figure 2 
and displayed in Table 2. The coefficient of price pass-through for food-related items 
in Taiwan, from global commodity prices to domestic prices, is 0.1346 and from 
domestic prices to core CPI is 0.1894. The IMF (2008) has stated that the estimated 
coefficients of price pass-through from global commodity prices to domestic prices for 
advanced economies and developing economies are about 0.09 and 0.15, respectively, 
while Taiwan’s lies somewhere in the middle. In addition, the estimated coefficients of 
price pass-through from domestic prices to core CPI in advanced economies and 
developing economies are about 0.18 and 0.48, respectively, while Taiwan’s still lies in 
between.  
On the other hand, the coefficient of price pass-though for energy-related items 
from global commodity prices to domestic prices is 0.1733 and from domestic prices to 
core CPI is 0.1921 for Taiwan. The IMF (2008) reported the estimated coefficients of 
global commodity prices to domestic prices in advanced economies and developing 
economies as being 0.23 and 0.12, respectively. Taiwan’s is again still in between these 
two groups. Nevertheless, the estimated coefficients of price pass-through from 
domestic prices to core CPI in advanced economies and developing economies are 0.01 
and almost 0, respectively. Here, Taiwan’s is, however, higher than both that for 
advanced economies and that for developing economies, but is similar to the advanced 
economies (0.21) over the 1970-1995 period.   
As Figure 2 illustrates, the two price pass-through estimated coefficients, from 
international prices to domestic prices and domestic prices to core inflation in 
food-related items, is higher in emerging economies than in advanced economies during 
                                                 
8 The equations used for the estimation are in a simple VAR form. The technical details are listed in the 
appendices which are available in the Web-version.   9
the period from 1995 to 2008, which indicates the influence that food-related goods 
price changes have on other goods (except fuel-related goods) is more price sensitive in 
emerging economies. 
The pass-through from international to domestic prices and from domestic prices to 
core inflation for fuel-related items is substantially lower in emerging economies than it 
is in advanced economies. We can explain that this may result from declining energy 
intensity, price controls in emerging economies and energy-saving incentives as well as 
high fuel taxes in advanced economies. 
We define the total pass-through effects as the product of the two stages of the 
estimated coefficients, with the total price pass-through effects being equal to the 
pass-through from the global price index to the domestic price index multiplied by the 
pass-through from the domestic price to core CPI.  The total food-related price 
pass-through for Taiwan lies between that for advanced economies and for developing 
economies, but the total energy-related price pass-through for Taiwan is found to be 
significantly higher than for advanced economies and developing economies during the 
1995-2008 period. In addition, Taiwan’s energy pass-through is slightly higher than the 
food price pass-through. 
Notwithstanding that Taiwan is lacking in natural resources, such as oil, soybeans 
or wheat, depending on foreign supplies, the estimated coefficients of price 
pass-through in Taiwan approximately follow the global trends except the price 
pass-through from domestic prices to core CPI for energy-related price items. The price 
pass-through for energy-related items is found to be slightly higher than for food-related 
items. We explain that this is because energy-related industries are almost public utility 
services and characterized by inelastic supply, the industrial structures are either 
monopolies or oligopolies. Taiwan’s government mostly adopts subsidy-related   10
treatments
9 when fluctuations in energy-related prices become excessively large. 
Furthermore, energy shortages and a low degree of substitution in energy as well as 
guaranteed profits for certain companies all result in the higher price pass-through in 
Taiwan. 
Figure 2 the Price Pass-Through Estimation 
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  Data sources: 1. Calculation based on IMF (2008) 
      2. Own calculations based on estimation results. 
 
                                                 
9 The price control may cut down the price pass-through effects, but the subsidy may have positive 
effects to encourage the pass-through effects.   11
Table 2 The Price Pass-through for Core CPI in Taiwan 




Domestic price ( CPI_FOOD)  (a) Global commodity price-Food  0.1346 
Domestic price ( CPI_ENERGY)  (b) Global commodity price-Energy
 1 0.1733 
Step 2  core CPI 
(c) Domestic price ( CPI_FOOD)  0.1894 
(d) Domestic price ( CPI_ENERGY)  0.1921 
Total Price Pass-Though 
Food (e)=(a)*(c)  0.0255 
Energy (f)=(b)*(d)  0.0333 
Note: 1. In the IFS database, the world price index for energy starts from 1992Q2. 
Data source: Own calculations based on estimation results. 
As we wondered whether the price pass-through may be different for domestic 
prices with export prices in the export-oriented economies such as Taiwan, we examined 
the price pass-through effects of global prices to import prices and export prices. We 
extended the work of the IMF (2008) to estimate price pass-through in the MPI (import 
price index) and XPI 
10(export price index). The estimated results are shown in Table 3. 
The global price pass-through for the XPI was lower than it was for the MPI for both 
food and energy prices. We suggest that these results are attributed to Taiwan’s 
entrepreneurial strength. The lower the XPI, the higher the world competitiveness. To 
benefit from international competition, Taiwan may mostly passes through the 
fluctuations in global commodity prices to the domestic market, but keeps the XPI more 
stable than it would otherwise have been. 
Since there is no PPI (Produce Price Index) in Taiwan, we use the WPI (Wholesale 
Price Index) instead of PPI, which is composed of XPI, MPI and DSPI (the domestic 
sales excluding imports price index). We compare our estimated results with core CPI 
and the WPI, and find the pass-through from the global commodity prices to the WPI is 
higher than it is to core CPI. These findings are similar to the 2008 study by Jongwanich 
                                                 
10 The XPI and MPI which are denoted as price indexes are expressed in terms of US dollars, while the 
others are expressed in terms of NT dollars. We have added the exchange rate index to remove the 
effect of the exchange rate. However, the results are similar regardless of whether there is an exchange 
rate index or not.   12
and Park (in which Taiwan is somehow omitted), which states that the pass-through 
coefficients tend to be lower for consumer prices than producer prices, implying that the 
gap between these two price indices depends on the ability of firms to pass higher costs 
on to consumers. In the face of intense market competition, as the global commodity 
prices increase dramatically, the private producers may cut their marginal profits instead 
of immediately charging higher prices to consumers to keep their market shares. In 
addition, Taiwan’s government policies such as price controls, energy-saving incentives, 
and other regulations might be implemented to reduce or delay the pass-through to CPI. 
Table 3 The Price Pass-through for Other Prices in Taiwan 
  Dependent Variable  Independent Variables 
Sample Period: 
1995Q1-2008Q3 
Import Price Index (MPI) 
Food Global  commodity  price-Food  0.4233 
Energy Global  commodity  price-Energy
 1 0.1904 
Export Price Index (XPI)
 2 
Food Global  commodity  price-Food  0.2252 
Energy Global  commodity  price-Energy
 1 0.0961 
Domestic Sales Excluding 
Imports Price Index(DSPI) 
Food Global  commodity  price-Food  0.2588 
Energy Global  commodity  price-Energy
 1 0.0713 
WPI
3 
Food Global  commodity  price-Food  0.3004 
Energy Global  commodity  price-Energy
 1 0.1193 
Notes: 1. In the IFS database, the world price index for energy starts from 1992Q2. 
2. There is no energy-related index in the XPI (export price index), so we can not calculate the price 
pass-through for energy goods in the XPI. 
3. The WPI is composed of MPI (weighted 32.7%), XPI (weighted 36.5%), and DSPI (weighted 30.8%). 
Data source: Own calculations based on estimation results. 
III. The Impacts of Price Pass-Through   
The price pass-through might have distinct distribution impacts on the content of 
household expenditures and the industrial structure
11. To evaluate the distribution effects 
of the pass-through via the macro-econometric model of Taiwan’s economy, we 
                                                 
11 Hamilton (2009) stated that, regardless of whether oil price shocks are primarily caused by physical 
disruptions in supply or caused by strong demand, the consequences for the economy appear to have 
been very similar.   13
quantify the results from price pass-through to household expenditure patterns and the 
industrial structure, and the impact on household expenditure patterns is treated as the 
demand side, while the impact on the industrial structure is represented as the supply 
side. To observe whether the impacts change as time passes by, there are two scenarios 
as shown below: 
(1) Scenario 1: Assume the food-related price shock and energy-related price shock 
both occurred in 1993
12. That is, we consider how much of an impact these had on the 
Taiwan economy in the 1990s as the food-related price index and energy-related price 
index both rose sharply in 1993. 
(2) Scenario 2: Assume that the food-related price shock and energy-related price 
shock both occurred in 2004. That is, we consider how much of an impact these had on 
the Taiwan economy in the 21st century as the food-related price index and 
energy-related price index both rose sharply in 2004. 
1.  Price Pass-Through Distribution Effects upon Consumers   
When we evaluate the household expenditure patterns, we re-classify the 
categories of household expenditure patterns from 12 classifications to 4 classifications, 
which are referred to as “food-related expenditures” which includes different kinds of 
food, beverages, and tobacco, “energy-related expenditures” which is composed of fuel, 
gas, light, rent, and water charges, “entertainment-related expenditures” which is made 
up of recreation, entertainment, education and cultural services, and “other goods and 
services expenditures” which includes various kinds of clothing, transport, 
communications, and so on. 
Figure 3 indicates that the impacts on energy-related expenditures are smaller as 
shocks occur. Knowing the energy-related items are inelastic demand and the Taiwan 
                                                 
12  The energy index in IFS starts with the year 1992 and this results in the historical data covering fewer 
years than for the food index which starts from the 1960s. When we set the scenario, we refer to the 
food index rather than the energy index. We assume that the annual growth rate of the commodity price 
shocks, as measured by both the food and energy indexes, rose by 80% of the growth rate of the food 
price index in 1973.     14
government mostly adopts subsidy-related treatments as the fluctuations in 
energy-related prices are noticeably large. As for food-related expenditures, they are for 
living necessities, and the elasticity of price is generally low. However, as diversities of 
food selections increase and the beverages, which are included in food-related items and 
whose ratio was around 10% in 2008, are more price flexible and we think those might 
be the reasons why the food-related impacts are greater than the energy-related impacts. 
In addition, the impact on entertainment-related expenditures is the severest due to their 
being luxuries and their income elasticity is also higher. 
Figure 3 Price Pass-through and Household Expenditure Patterns 
The upper parts are the share of each kind of expenditure over total expenditures. The lower parts are the 
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Data source: Based on estimated results. 
2.  Price Pass-Through Distribution Effects upon Producers 
We employ the consumption conversion matrix to project the 12 categories of 
goods and services into 161 industries. The consumption conversion matrix and the 
input-output tables are based in the years 1996 and 2007
13, respectively. 
In general, the input-output model is excellent at describing the industrial 
structure
14, and it may be the best tool that we can use to analyze the impacts of 
                                                 
13 The 2007 Input Output Table is also extended using 2004 as the base by means of RAS which is 
provided by Professor Hao-Yen Yang. 
14  The frequency for the input-output tables in Taiwan is every 5 years. Owing to the data availability, we   15
industrial shocks which result in final demand such as household expenditures, and 
export-oriented and promotional policies. We apply the input-output tables to analyze 
and describe the price pass-through from household expenditure patterns to industrial 
structure that is caused by the global food and energy price shocks. 
Although the input-output tables for 1996 and 2007 classify industries into 161 
industries
15, based on considerations of keeping the analysis concise, we have 
re-classified them into 9 industries and renamed them as “agriculture and minerals,” 
“manufacturing-traditional industries,” “manufacturing-chemical and petroleum-related 
industries,” “manufacturing-heavy industries,” “construction,” “electricity, gas and 
water,” “transportation, telecommunications, wholesale and trading,” “finance, 
insurance and real estate services,” as well as “other services”.   
The food-related goods and energy-related goods are the main intermediate inputs 
for “agriculture and minerals,” and manufacturing industries. The manufacturing 
industries are described in more detail because of the differences in technology level, 
energy intensity, and energy efficiency. They are separated into “traditional industries,” 
which include processed foods, beverages, tobacco, textile mill products, wearing 
apparel and accessories, leather & leather products, wood & wood products, paper & 
paper products & printed matter, and so on; “chemical and petroleum-related 
industries,” which comprise chemicals, artificial fibers, plastic, plastic & rubber 
products, miscellaneous chemical manufactures, and petroleum refining products; and 
“heavy industries,” which might be treated as hi-tech industries and include iron and 
steel products, metallic products, machinery, electronic products, information products, 
communications equipment, electronic components & parts, electrical machinery, etc.   
In Table 4, we calculate the industrial linkage effect by means of forward linkages 
                                                                                                                                               
can only link the tables in different eras to capture the trends. If more data were available, we could 
have expressed them in terms of a dynamic process, but this is not possible here. 
15  Although the shocks lasted for a period more than one year, they have ceased to be felt as time passes 
by. The variation in the real sector is close to zero in the 4
th year after the shocks occurred, and the price 
deflators respond more quickly than the real sector. Due to the national incomes and input-output tables 
being compiled annually, we calculate their impacts by using weighted averages
15, and take the base 
years as 1996 and 2007.   16
and backward linkages for the global commodity price shocks. In Scenario 1, based on 
final demand, the top 3 industries ranked by percentage changes are “agriculture and 
minerals,” “electricity, gas and water,” and “manufacturing-traditional industries,” 
whose percentage changes are all over -2.5%. In Scenario 2, the ranks are similar to 
those in Scenario 1 except that the “manufacturing-traditional industries,” is replaced by 
“electricity, gas and water,”   
“Agriculture and minerals” include food-related goods and crude oil, which suffer 
seriously due to the direct effects caused by the commodity price shocks. The 
“electricity, gas and water” are regarded as intermediate inputs for almost all industries 
and their energy intensity is also higher. Therefore, the impacts are sharp as if the 
shocks had occurred. “Manufacturing-traditional industries” are lower in terms of 
energy technology investment, and include processed food industries that are using 
food-related goods as intermediate inputs; therefore the final demand is also likely to be 
affected.  
Among the manufacturing industries, the higher the technology level, the smaller 
the impacts. The impacts on the “manufacturing-traditional industries,” are the most 
critical, followed by those on “manufacturing-chemical and petroleum-related 
industries.” Although “manufacturing-heavy industries,” are relatively energy-intensive, 
they are also higher in terms of energy efficiency and in terms of being energy-saving. 
Therefore, the impacts could be smaller than in the case of the traditional industries and 
petroleum-related industries. The services industries are also affected as commodity 
shocks occur by means of the industrial linkage effect. However, the impact is smaller 
than that of the “agriculture and minerals industries,” and manufacturing industries. 
By comparing the results from Scenario 1 (based on 1996) with those from 
Scenario 2 (based on 2007), in terms of final demand, the gaps which take differences in 
terms of percentage changes between 1996 with 2007 are extremely small. Those 
industries such as “agriculture and minerals,” “manufacturing - chemical and   17
petroleum-related industries,” “electricity, gas and water,” as well as “finance, insurance 
and real estate services,” for which the negative effects of price shocks have become 
smaller in 2007 than in 1996, almost all use food-related or energy-related items as 
intermediate inputs. The first three industries are all highly correlated with global 
commodity shocks. The reduced impacts may result from technology innovations in 
food processes, energy-saving improvements, and reductions in energy-dependency. 
The impacts on “finance, insurance and real estate services” are also reduced; these 
might be correlated with the de-regulation and globalization in the financial sector since 
the mid-1990s.   
The gaps are amplified in “other services,” “manufacturing-traditional industries,” 
“transportation, telecommunications, wholesale and trading,” and 
“manufacturing-heavy industries.” The “other services,” which include information 
services, education services, medical services, broadcasting, recreational and cultural 
services, etc. and “transportation, telecommunications, wholesale and trading,” are 
highly related to reductions in expenditure on entertainment,” the entertainment-related 
industries saw a bigger reduction in 2007 than in 1996. 
The “manufacturing-traditional industries” and “manufacturing-heavy industries” 
are also deepened because their technology related to energy efficiency and 
energy-saving has been upgraded more slowly than the improvement in energy intensity.   
In addition, the traditional industries have been hollowed out to mainland China since 
the mid-1990s. 
The impacts on the industrial structure in terms of output and value added are 
similar with final demand. While the results have been analyzed, the impacts on output 
and value added appear to be superfluous; we do not reproduce them here.     18
Table 4 Simulation Results in Input-Output Tables 









(c)=(b)-(a) No. Industries 
1 Agriculture  and  Minerals  263012 -4.952  412417  -4.037  0.915 
2 Manufacturing-Traditional  Industries  1213545  -2.534  1412253  -2.746  -0.212 
3  Manufacturing-Chemical and 
petroleum-related industries  583044 -0.600  1701082  -0.532  0.068 
4 Manufacturing-Heavy  Industries  3232880  -0.130  7564001  -0.194  -0.065 
5 Construction  861800  0.000  1081775  0.000  0.000 
6  Electricity, Gas and Water  87044  -2.911  155599  -2.254  0.658 
7  Transport, Telecom & Trading    1483245  0.038  2925416  -0.069  -0.106 
8  Finance, Insur. & Real Estate Services  1317928  -1.576  2745917  -1.477  0.099 
9 Other  services  1928251  -0.792  2975259  -1.346  -0.554 
 Total    10970749  -0.816  20973719  -0.788  0.028 










1 Agriculture  and  Minerals  488894 -7.753  687090  -7.331  0.422 
2 Manufacturing-Traditional  Industries  1690809 -2.917  1893071  -3.463  -0.546 
3  Manufacturing-Chemical and 
petroleum-related industries  1662753 -1.508 3931377  -1.253  0.254 
4 Manufacturing-Heavy  Industries  4060134 -0.439  8596517  -0.541  -0.101 
5 Construction  1013445 -0.121  1251176  -0.152  -0.032 
6  Electricity, Gas and Water  366281 -1.731  623621  -1.652  0.079 
7  Transport, Telecom & Trading    2894714 -0.329  4288290  -0.458  -0.129 
8  Finance, Insur. & Real Estate Services  1523656 -2.092  4175374  -1.512  0.580 
9 Other  services  2549009 -1.092  4496904  -1.451  -0.359 
   Total   16249695 -1.273  29943420  -1.242  0.031 










1 Agriculture  and  Minerals  180714 -10.893  335824  -8.070  2.823 
2 Manufacturing-Traditional  Industries  455928 -2.637  456809  -3.562  -0.925 
3  Manufacturing-Chemical and 
petroleum-related industries  492224 -1.206 883516  -1.325  -0.119 
4 Manufacturing-Heavy  Industries  1083427 -0.337  1928870  -0.511  -0.174 
5 Construction  350008 -0.097  289792  -0.181  -0.084 
6  Electricity, Gas and Water  174621 -1.371  251572  -1.554  -0.183 
7  Transport, Telecom & Trading    2053243 -0.307  2611210  -0.475  -0.167 
8  Finance, Insur. & Real Estate Services  1051525 -2.100  3042128  -1.391  0.708 
9 Other  services  1714111 -0.975  2836047  -1.431  -0.455 
   Total   7555801 -1.180  12635768  -1.303  -0.123 
Data source: Own calculations based on simulation results. 
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IV.  Conclusion   
In order to calculate the price pass-through effect from international commodity 
prices to domestic prices and evaluate the impacts on household expenditure patterns 
and the industrial structure, we have conducted an empirical study which focuses on 
Taiwan. 
Being a small, open, export-oriented, price-taker economy and lacking natural 
resources, the price pass-through effect caused by global commodity prices has a 
substantial impact on Taiwan’s economy. In particular, Taiwan’s household expenditure 
patterns and industrial structure have gradually been transformed and upgraded since 
her economy took off in 1972. 
The commodity price shocks will affect the Taiwan economy by means of the price 
pass-through effect. How significant are the impacts? This will depend on the degree of 
pass-through, household expenditure patterns and industrial structures. We apply a case 
study to calculate the extent to which global commodity prices are passed through to 
domestic prices for a small, open, price taker and developing economy like Taiwan in 
order to evaluate their impact on distribution effects such as household expenditure 
patterns and the industrial structure. 
The price pass-through also results in distinct impacts on household expenditure 
patterns and industrial output by means of distribution effects. The effects of cuts in 
household expenditures on fuel and power and transportation and communications are 
slightly less pronounced than in the food-related industries, although the global price 
pass-through effects on domestic prices included in core CPI are similar. These findings 
reflect diversification in food purchases for households and the government’s subsidy 
treatments for energy–related items. 
Regarding the impacts of commodity shocks on the industrial structure, the 
food-related goods and energy-related goods mostly belong to the “agriculture and 
minerals” sectors and will be affected directly, so the impact will be most serious   20
regardless of whether it is accounted for in final demand, output or value added. The 
impacts are evident in the primary industries and in secondary industries which treat 
foods and energy as the main intermediate inputs. Nevertheless, the lessening of the 
impacts on food-related industries and energy-related industries results from technology 
innovations in food processes, energy-saving improvements, and the reduction in 
energy-dependency. 
For the empirical procedures, we employ a VAR model to estimate the coefficients 
of price pass-through. Since the specifications of the VAR model take the possible 
control variables into account by means of the log dependent variables, it may not be 
necessary to add more control variables if there are no specific issues of concern.   
We do not emphasize the response of the pass-through to monetary policy, but have 
looked closely at the relationship between the pass-through and distribution effects in 
terms of household behavior following the shocks. In particular, the household 
expenditure patterns and transformation of the industrial structure have been more 
important than inflation to Taiwan’s economy since the 1990s resulting from Taiwan’s 
firms moving to China that has resulted in a rapid transformation of the industrial 
structure. 
In taking the labor market into account, we have considered generalized Phillips 
curve equations in the price pass-through equations which are treated as the supply side 
effect. Furthermore, the labor market in Taiwan is characterized by almost full 
employment. The unemployment rate is almost always under 4.5% except during the 
bursting of the dot.com bubble in 2002~2003.   
We focus on the relationship between structural transformation such as household 
expenditure patterns and the industrial structure with price pass-through effects. Since 
we consider the pass-through in terms of the overall effect, the estimation results for the 
price pass-through obtained from the VAR model should be regarded as a total effect 
based on the changing tax policy, exchange rate and so on. Much more complicated   21
modeling would be involved and more detailed data would need to be collected for the 
purpose of isolating each individual effect. These items may be regarded as limitations 
in this study. 
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Appendices: The Empirical Procedures for Price Pass-Through, Household 
Expenditure and the Industrial Structure: The Case of Taiwan 
In order to clarify the pass-through effect from global commodity prices to 
domestic prices, we evaluate the distribution effects of the pass-through on household 
expenditure patterns, which is treated as the demand side, and on the industrial structure, 
which is represented as the supply side. 
The empirical procedures can be divided into two parts. In the first part, we follow 
the IMF (2008) to employ simple VAR models to estimate the coefficients of price 
pass-through, which are described as mentioned above. In the second part, we utilize 
AIDS, a consumption conversion matrix and input-output tables to distribute the 
impacts of the price pass-through effects.   24
I.  The VAR Model for Commodity Price Pass-Through 
We modified De Gregorio, Landerretche and Neilson (2007) and IMF (2008) to 
calculate the price pass-through coefficients for Taiwan. There are two steps involved. 
The first step traces the changes in domestic prices to the changes in global commodity 
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Here, π is denoted as the annualized quarter-over-quarter log difference (in percent) 
in food or fuel prices (we also include seasonal dummies). The reported pass-through 
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The second step for pass-through from domestic (food and fuel) prices to core CPI 
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Here π stands for the annualized quarter-over-quarter log difference (in percent) in   25
core, food, and fuel prices, while y and y* denote the annualized quarter-over-quarter 
log difference (in percent) in, respectively, real and potential output
16 (the equations 
also include seasonal dummies). To eliminate contamination of the estimates by 
endogenous factors, the price pass-through from domestic commodity prices to core 
inflation is estimated using predicted values from the first-step.
17 
II.   The  Macro-Econometric  Model of Taiwan’s Economy 
To feed the parameters for evaluating the distribution effects of the pass-through 
on household expenditure patterns, we employ a macro-econometric model for 
reference purposes. The macro-econometric model can be treated as a conduit to 
transfer the price pass through effect to consumers and producers. 
The features of such a macro-econometric model of the Taiwan economy are listed 
as follows: 
First, the model provides detailed descriptions of the GDP deflator, WPI, MPI, 
XPI, CPI and the private consumption deflator. For the settings of the price functions, 
we consider the transmission mechanism and co-movement between price indices. 
Second, the model is demand driven
18. Third, as for the composition of GDP on the 
expenditure side, each of its components has its own behavioral equations except for the 
government sector, which we treat as exogenous. Fourth, the household expenditures 
are classified into 12 categories based on the characteristics of the goods and services, 
                                                 
16  We follow the IMF (2008) by employing the Hodrick-Prescott filtered trend to estimate potential GDP. 
17 In this way, domestic food and fuel prices reflect only the variation that is due to changes in 
international prices and the lagged effects of domestic price developments, rather than movements in 
labor, transportation, and retailing costs that may have common origins with overall inflation. 
18 Due to the labor market being stable in Taiwan, for example, the unemployment rate is almost under 
4.5% except in 2002~2003, the rigidities in the labor market is not so serious, and we have added a 
term representing the gap between actual output and potential output is which denoted as (y-y*) in the 
price pass-through equations, which are denoted as the generalized Phillips curve equations, and is also 
treated as a proxy for the supply side effect. In view of this, we model the labor market as simply as 
possible.    26
which can be described in more detail
19. Based on the transmission processes, feedback 
effects and related theories, we specify and capture the variables’ interactions. 
Based on the transmission processes and feedback effects, we capture the 
variables’ interactions. In the processes of selecting the behavioral functions, the 
independent variables are specified and recognized as their related theories. Moreover, 
each equation must satisfy the statistical diagnosis. The technical details are available 
on the Web. (http://www.nber.org/confer//2009/ease09/program.html). 
We find that the global commodity price shocks will pass away as time passes. The 
changes in Real GDP will be close to zero in the 5th year. The paths for the changes in 
the price indexes, such as the CPI, XPI and MPI, will respond more quickly than the 
real sectors. They will tail off as time passes by. That is, by comparing the change and 
trend from real GDP (or the real sectors) with the CPI (or the price index), we learn that 
the price indexes respond more quickly. The price index almost responds perfectly 
within a period of two years. Then the negative effect tails off.   
If we compare the simulation results for the only food-related price shock with the 
only energy-related price shock, we find that the food-related shock has a heavier 
impact even though the pass-through effect is higher. Owing to the energy-related price 
fluctuating more frequently, the government mostly adopts subsidy-related treatments. 
Besides, there is a gearing effect related to the domestic food-related prices. That is, it is 
easier for the food-related prices in the domestic market to rise than it is for them to fall. 
Therefore the food-related price shock has a more serious impact on the Taiwan 
economy. 
 
                                                 
19 We have adopted the suggestions proposed by the referee to re-estimate the macro-econometric    
model and the AIDS model using the sample periods from 1992Q2 to 2008Q3, and so the estimated 
equations’ sample period could coincide with the simulation results. We also conducted structural break 
tests such as the Chow test, and only little evidence was found for the structural break.   A-1 
Appendices the Technical Details for the Price Pass-Through, Household 
Expenditure and Industrial: the Case of Taiwan 
 
I.    The Estimation Results for the Empirical Study Model 
(I) Results for Price Pass-Through in Taiwan 
(1) Global Food Price Index (PFOODWD) to CPI in Food (CPIFOOD) 
 (a)Ordinary  Least  Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for    52 periods from 1982Q1 to 19994Q4 
 dlogya(cpifood) 
 
   =    0.57837  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-1]  +  0.12608  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-2] 
       (5.91027)                       (1.09815) 
 
            + 0.09334 * dlogya(cpifood)[-3] - 0.35902 * dlogya(cpifood)[-4] 
       (0.80844)                       (3.54839) 
 
            + 0.01913 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.02277 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (0.36899)                   (0.29665) 
 
            + 0.01472 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] - 0.06504 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (0.18566)                       (0.83224) 
 
            + 0.07439 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.01135        + 0.00037 * SEASON_2 
       (1.34956)                       (1.91303)    (0.04729) 
 
            + 0.00022 * SEASON_3 + 0.00378 * SEASON_4 
       (0.02868)            (0.48333) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0700   Std  Err    0.0279   LHS  Mean   0.0232 
 R  Sq       0.5212   R  Bar  Sq   0.4573   F  12,  90   8.1633 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8544   D.W.(  4)   2.3007 
 
  (b) Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      55 periods from 1995Q1 to 2008Q3 




   =    0.52959  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-1]  +  0.11811  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-2] 
       (4.18402)                       (0.88045) 
 
            + 0.18385 * dlogya(cpifood)[-3] - 0.48845 * dlogya(cpifood)[-4] 
       (1.39157)                       (3.95678) 
 
            + 0.03297 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.03744 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (0.54896)                   (0.41239) 
 
            + 0.02358 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] - 0.15790 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (0.24906)                       (1.68656) 
 
            + 0.15236 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.00866        + 0.00067 * SEASON_2 
       (2.25214)                       (1.14521)    (0.06756) 
 A-2 
            + 0.00152 * SEASON_3 + 0.00890 * SEASON_4 
       (0.15408)            (0.88690) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0281   Std  Err    0.0258   LHS  Mean   0.0218 
 R  Sq       0.6325   R  Bar  Sq   0.5275   F  12,  42   6.0244 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8904   D.W.(  4)   2.3357 
(2) Global Energy Price Index (PENERGYWD) to CPI in Energy (cpiENERGY) 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 




   =  +  0.81331  *  dlogya(CPIENERGY)[-1] 
       (5.16964) 
 
      +  0.03441  *  dlogya(CPIENERGY)[-2] 
       (0.17868) 
 
      +  0.01491  *  dlogya(CPIENERGY)[-3] 
       (0.07744) 
 
      -  0.21091  *  dlogya(CPIENERGY)[-4]  +  0.07237  *  dlogya(penergywd) 
       (1.48272)                          (3.23880) 
 
            - 0.01019 * dlogya(penergywd)[-1] + 0.00729 * dlogya(penergywd)[-2] 
       (0.28757)                         (0.21217) 
 
      -  0.05838  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-3] 
       (1.64843) 
                                        +  0.04930  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-4] 
                                         ( 1 . 7 6 1 1 1 )  
 
      +  0.00286    +  0.00128  *  SEASON_2  +  0.00068  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.54973)    (0.20564)            (0.10850) 
 
      +  0.00115  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.18107) 
 
 S u m   S q      0 . 0 1 1 4    S t d   E r r     0 . 0 1 6 5    L H S   M e a n    0 . 0 3 1 9  
 R  Sq       0.8632   R  Bar  Sq   0.8241   F  12,  42  22.0876 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8296   D.W.(  4)   2.3051 
 
 
(3) CPI in Food (cpifood) &CPI in Energy (cpiENERGY) to core CPI 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 




      =    + 1.24737 * dlogya(corecpi)[-1] - 0.33910 * dlogya(corecpi)[-2] 
       (6.89924)                       (1.06990) 
 
            + 0.16902 * dlogya(corecpi)[-3] - 0.14988 * dlogya(corecpi)[-4] 
       (0.50779)                       (0.78043) 
 A-3 
      +  0.03171  *  dlogya(cpifood.normalize) - 0.01583 * dlogya(cpifood.normalize)[-1] 
       (1.29250)                   (0.61519) 
 
      +  0.02358  *  dlogya(cpifood.normalize)[-2] - 0.00021 * dlogya(cpifood.normalize)[-3] 
       (0.97331)                       (0.00753) 
 
            - 0.02555 * dlogya(cpifood.normalize)[-4] - 0.08034 * dlogya(cpienergy.normalize) 
       (0.95968)                       (2.29237) 
 
      +  0.11471  *  dlogya(cpienergy.normalize)[-1] 
       (2.46763) 
 
     -  0.00933  *  dlogya(cpienergy.normalize)[-2] 
       (0.19430) 
 
      -  0.00084  *  dlogya(cpienergy.normalize)[-3] 
       (0.01786) 
 
      -  0.01023  *  dlogya(cpienergy.normalize)[-4] 
       (0.29689) 
 
      +  0.03025  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01tw) 
       (0.63663) 
 
      +  0.06304  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01tw)[-1] 
       (0.86559) 
 
      -  0.02974  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01tw)[-2] 
       (0.43783) 
 
      -  0.08094  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01tw)[-3] 
       (1.35986) 
 
            + 0.03349 * dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01tw)[-4] - 0.00003 
       (0.68647)                                        (0.02063) 
 
            + 0.00001 * SEASON_2 + 0.00084 * SEASON_3 + 0.00048 * SEASON_4 
       (0.00592)            (0.55053)            (0.30382) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0005   Std  Err    0.0040   LHS  Mean   0.0117 
 R  Sq       0.9363   R  Bar  Sq   0.8925   F  22,  32  21.3879 
 D.W.(  1)   1.7989   D.W.(  4)   2.4037 
 
 
(4) Global Food Price Index (PFOODWD) & Global Energy Price Index 
(PENERGYWD) to Export Price Index in terms of US$ (XPIUSD) 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 




      =    + 1.41309 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-1] - 0.66331 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-2] 
       (8.25805)                      (2.27273) 
 
      -  0.03608  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-3]  -  0.00585  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-4] 
       (0.12626)                      (0.03724) 
 A-4 
            + 0.01359 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.02891 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (0.33589)                   (0.50588) 
 
      -  0.03207  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2]  +  0.02719  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (0.53594)                       (0.46815) 
 
            + 0.02817 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.04844 * dlogya(penergywd) 
       (0.66100)                       (2.49731) 
 
      -  0.03863  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-1] 
       (1.34927) 
        +  0.03099  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-2] 
        ( 1 . 0 2 6 0 3 )  
 
            - 0.04266 * dlogya(penergywd)[-3] + 0.02992 * dlogya(penergywd)[-4] 
       (1.43485)                         (1.40122) 
 
      -  0.00763    +  0.00233  *  SEASON_2  -  0.00207  *  SEASON_3 
       (1.59509)    (0.41063)            (0.36402) 
 
      +  0.00004  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.00723) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0083   Std  Err    0.0150   LHS  Mean  -0.0068 
 R  Sq       0.9448   R  Bar  Sq   0.9195   F  17,  37  37.2635 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8134   D.W.(  4)   2.4975 
 
 
(5) Global Food Price Index (PFOODWD) & Global Energy Price Index 
(PENERGYWD) to Import Price Index in terms of US$ (MPIUSD) 
 MPIUSD 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      55 periods from 1995Q1 to 2008Q3 




      =    + 1.31311 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-1] - 0.65602 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-2] 
       ( 7 . 6 1 1 7 0 )                       ( 2 . 2 8 8 6 9 )  
 
            + 0.23015 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-3] - 0.22866 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-4] 
       (0.82310)                      (1.36110) 
 
            + 0.03351 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.09580 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (0.48755)                   (1.02389) 
 
            - 0.11259 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] + 0.03775 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (1.17314)                       (0.41518) 
 
            + 0.09008 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.16005 * dlogya(penergywd) 
       (1.40732)                       (5.22394) 
 
      -  0.14216  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-1] 
       (2.87029) 
                                        +  0.01946  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-2] 
                                         ( 0 . 3 5 6 3 6 )  
 A-5 
            - 0.00018 * dlogya(penergywd)[-3] + 0.02782 * dlogya(penergywd)[-4] 
       (0.00340)                         (0.72814) 
 
      -  0.00499    +  0.00217  *  SEASON_2  -  0.00289  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.73878)    (0.24678)            (0.32901) 
 
      -  0.00001  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.00121) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0199   Std  Err    0.0232   LHS  Mean   0.0228 
 R  Sq       0.9591   R  Bar  Sq   0.9403   F  17,  37  51.0658 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8702   D.W.(  4)   2.4439 
 
 
(6) Global Food Price Index (PFOODWD) to Import Price Index in FOOD 
(MPIFOOD) 
  
(a) Ordinary Least Squares 




      =    + 0.97772 * dlogya(mpifood)[-1] - 0.02956 * dlogya(mpifood)[-2] 
       (5.56860)                       (0.12240) 
 
            - 0.28695 * dlogya(mpifood)[-3] - 0.12734 * dlogya(mpifood)[-4] 
       (1.16714)                       (0.76680) 
 
            + 0.23492 * dlogya(pfoodwd) - 0.22336 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (2.47914)                   (2.22463) 
 
            + 0.01285 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] + 0.04578 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (0.11731)                       (0.42671) 
 
            + 0.21142 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 1.07341 * dlogya(er@tw) 
       (2.07004)                       (6.54747) 
 
      -  0.65578  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (1.81457) 
                                    -   0 . 7 4 9 6 1   *   d l o g y a ( e r @ t w ) [ - 2 ]  
                                     ( 1 . 9 3 5 1 9 )  
 
            + 0.72277 * dlogya(er@tw)[-3] - 0.07287 * dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       (1.85775)                     (0.32750) 
 
      +  0.00734    -  0.00850  *  SEASON_2  -  0.00531  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.99807)    (0.98061)            (0.60498) 
 
      -  0.00117  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.13288) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0134   Std  Err    0.0211   LHS  Mean  -0.0206 
 R  Sq       0.9699   R  Bar  Sq   0.9529   F  17,  30  56.8878 




 (b)Ordinary  Least  Squares 




      =    + 0.77871 * dlogya(mpifood)[-1] - 0.23746 * dlogya(mpifood)[-2] 
       (5.89155)                       (1.31992) 
 
            - 0.01025 * dlogya(mpifood)[-3] - 0.46282 * dlogya(mpifood)[-4] 
       (0.05826)                       (3.80574) 
 
            + 0.49789 * dlogya(pfoodwd) - 0.01657 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (8.03139)                   (0.17187) 
 
      -  0.18999  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2]  +  0.14992  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (1.92082)                       (1.42312) 
 
            + 0.40847 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.92121 * dlogya(er@tw) 
       (4.13537)                       (8.27465) 
 
      -  0.74821  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (4.18571) 
                                    +  0.20960  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-2] 
                                     ( 1 . 0 6 8 7 4 )  
 
      -  0.02778  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-3]  +  0.63132  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       (0.14251)                     (4.05665) 
 
      +  0.00877    +  0.00346  *  SEASON_2  +  0.00153  *  SEASON_3 
       (1.35885)    (0.41906)            (0.18514) 
 
      +  0.00467  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.55586) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0175   Std  Err    0.0217   LHS  Mean   0.0558 
 R  Sq       0.9687   R  Bar  Sq   0.9543   F  17,  37  67.2920 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8038   D.W.(  4)   2.0000  
 
(7) Global Energy Price Index (PENERGYWD) to Import Price Index in Energy 
(MPIENERGY) 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 




      =    + 0.34972 * dlogya(mpienergy)[-1] - 0.00432 * dlogya(mpienergy)[-2] 
       (2.35696)                         (0.02677) 
 
            + 0.00260 * dlogya(mpienergy)[-3] - 0.48868 * dlogya(mpienergy)[-4] 
       (0.01636)                         (3.39563) 
 
            + 0.79259 * dlogya(penergywd) - 0.26123 * dlogya(penergywd)[-1] 
       (19.6438)                     (1.91805) 
 
            - 0.09247 * dlogya(penergywd)[-2] + 0.03636 * dlogya(penergywd)[-3] 
       (0.63914)                         (0.25413) 
 A-7 
            + 0.36693 * dlogya(penergywd)[-4] + 0.55764 * dlogya(er@tw) 
       (3.00393)                         (4.24134) 
 
      -  0.41058  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (2.14530) 
                                    -   0 . 0 0 1 9 3   *   d l o g y a ( e r @ t w ) [ - 2 ]  
                                     ( 0 . 0 0 9 7 2 )  
 
            + 0.08849 * dlogya(er@tw)[-3] + 0.00316 * dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       (0.44994)                     (0.01842) 
 
            + 0.04289        + 0.00011 * SEASON_2 + 0.00119 * SEASON_3 
       (2.95149)    (0.01203)            (0.12840) 
 
      -  0.00107  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.11294) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0222   Std  Err    0.0245   LHS  Mean   0.1386 
 R  Sq       0.9889   R  Bar  Sq   0.9838   F  17,  37  193.434 
 D.W.(  1)   1.7360   D.W.(  4)   1.7964 
 
 
(8) Global Agr. Raw Materials Price Index (PAGRWD) to Import Price Index in 
Agr. Raw Materials (MPIAGR) 
 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 




      =        0.88113 * dlogya(mpiagr)[-1] - 0.11274 * dlogya(mpiagr)[-2] 
       (5.83470)                      (0.57156) 
 
            + 0.05586 * dlogya(mpiagr)[-3] - 0.28742 * dlogya(mpiagr)[-4] 
       (0.29192)                      (2.14518) 
 
            + 0.21910 * dlogya(pagrwd) - 0.02728 * dlogya(pagrwd)[-1] 
       (2.61858)                  (0.21168) 
 
            - 0.10842 * dlogya(pagrwd)[-2] + 0.19622 * dlogya(pagrwd)[-3] 
       (0.82802)                      (1.56933) 
 
      -  0.03205  *  dlogya(pagrwd)[-4]  +  0.01554    -  0.00346  *  SEASON_2 
       (0.35117)                      (1.68301)    (0.28643) 
 
            + 0.00172 * SEASON_3 - 0.00197 * SEASON_4 
       (0.14182)            (0.16013) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0425   Std  Err    0.0318   LHS  Mean   0.0320 
 R  Sq       0.8242   R  Bar  Sq   0.7739   F  12,  42  16.4039 






(9) Global Metal Price Index (PMETALWD) to Import Price Index in Metal 
(MPIMETAL) 
 Ordinary  Least  Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      55 periods from 1995Q1 to 2008Q3 




      =        0.82822 * dlogya(mpimetal)[-1] + 0.10215 * dlogya(mpimetal)[-2] 
       (5.52683)                        (0.52187) 
 
            - 0.10155 * dlogya(mpimetal)[-3] - 0.20962 * dlogya(mpimetal)[-4] 
       (0.52823)                        (1.41374) 
 
            + 0.46903 * dlogya(pmetalwd) - 0.24773 * dlogya(pmetalwd)[-1] 
       (5.12870)                    (1.71563) 
 
      -  0.16049  *  dlogya(pmetalwd)[-2]  +  0.13209  *  dlogya(pmetalwd)[-3] 
       (1.07526)                        (0.83971) 
 
      +  0.03117  *  dlogya(pmetalwd)[-4]  +  0.01391    +  0.00576  *  SEASON_2 
       (0.25483)                        (0.98728)    (0.31686) 
 
            + 0.00410 * SEASON_3 + 0.00453 * SEASON_4 
       (0.22530)            (0.24316) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0960   Std  Err    0.0478   LHS  Mean   0.0905 
 R  Sq       0.8981   R  Bar  Sq   0.8689   F  12,  42  30.8337 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8338   D.W.(  4)   2.1876 
 
 
(10) Global Food Price Index (PFOODWD) to Export Price Index in FOOD 
(XPIFOOD) 
  (a) Ordinary Least Squares 




      =    + 0.84887 * dlogya(xpifood)[-1] - 0.00360 * dlogya(xpifood)[-2] 
       (4.40539)                       (0.01418) 
 
            - 0.06660 * dlogya(xpifood)[-3] - 0.01638 * dlogya(xpifood)[-4] 
       (0.32669)                       (0.10483) 
 
            - 0.01109 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.03654 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (0.10334)                   (0.27965) 
 
            + 0.02968 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] + 0.07960 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (0.22438)                       (0.58415) 
 
      -  0.12830  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4]  +  0.71706  *  dlogya(er@tw) 
       (1.09944)                       (3.18896) 
 
      -  0.78377  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (2.05894) 
                                    +  0.49315  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-2] 
                                     ( 1 . 2 8 5 7 0 )  A-9 
 
      -  0.40071  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-3]  +  0.17844  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       (1.09529)                     (0.87294) 
 
      +  0.00363    +  0.00075  *  SEASON_2  +  0.01194  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.38208)    (0.06636)            (1.05863) 
 
      +  0.00621  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.54336) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0225   Std  Err    0.0274   LHS  Mean   0.0014 
 R  Sq       0.8772   R  Bar  Sq   0.8076   F  17,  30  12.6026 
 D.W.(  1)   2.0290   D.W.(  4)   1.9360 
 
(b)Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      55 periods from 1995Q1 to 2008Q3 
dlogya(xpifood) 
 
      =    + 1.04738 * dlogya(xpifood)[-1] - 0.30253 * dlogya(xpifood)[-2] 
       (7.89566)                       (1.56427) 
 
            + 0.04842 * dlogya(xpifood)[-3] - 0.11736 * dlogya(xpifood)[-4] 
       (0.25083)                       (0.88101) 
 
            + 0.12518 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.02515 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       (0.97449)                   (0.13166) 
 
            + 0.05231 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] + 0.05870 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       (0.26970)                       (0.31232) 
 
      -  0.05469  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4]  +  0.56156  *  dlogya(er@tw) 
       (0.41483)                       (2.31585) 
 
      -  0.58544  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (1.81805) 
                                    +  0.21689  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-2] 
                                     ( 0 . 6 2 6 2 4 )  
 
            + 0.07629 * dlogya(er@tw)[-3] + 0.23760 * dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       (0.21654)                     (0.92705) 
 
      +  0.00073    +  0.00239  *  SEASON_2  +  0.00174  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.05436)    (0.12845)            (0.09326) 
 
      -  0.00107  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.05639) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.1872   Std  Err    0.0573   LHS  Mean   0.0261 
 R  Sq       0.7916   R  Bar  Sq   0.7294   F  17,  57  12.7337 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8484   D.W.(  4)   2.2545 A-10 
(II) The Equations for the Macro-econometric Model 
1.  The Code and Definitions of Variables 
Endogenous Variables 




1 I  CP  Private Final Consumption Expenditure  CP NIAQ 
2 I  CP01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure  CP01 NIAQ 
3 I  CPBEV  Private Consumption Expenditure - Beverages  CPBEV NIAQ 
4 E  CPBEV01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Beverages  CPBEV01 NIAQ 
5 I  CPCLFT  Private Consumption Expenditure - Clothing Footwear  CPCL&FT NIAQ 
6 E  CPCLFT01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Clothing Footwear  CPCL&FT01 NIAQ 
7 I  CPFOOD  Private Consumption Expenditure - Food  CPFOOD NIAQ 
8 E  CPFOOD01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Food  CPFOOD01 NIAQ 
9 I  CPFUEL  Private Consumption Expenditure - Fuel & Power  CPFUEL&P NIAQ 
10 E  CPFUEL01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Fuel & Power  CPFUEL&P01 NIAQ 
11 I  CPFURN  Private Consumption Expenditure - Furniture & House Equip  CPFURN NIAQ 
12 E  CPFURN01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Furniture & House 
Equip 
CPFURN01 NIAQ 
13 I  CPHEALTH  Private Consumption Expenditure - Medicare & Health  CPHEALTH NIAQ 
14 E  CPHEALTH01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Medicare & Health  CPHEALTH01 NIAQ 
15 I  CPHOP  Private Consumption Expenditure - Household Operation  CPHOP NIAQ 
16 E  CPHOP01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Household Operation  CPHOP01 NIAQ 
17 E  CPI  Consumer Price Index - General Index  CPI PRICE 
18 E  CPIFOOD  Consumer Price Index - Food  CPI@FOOD PRICE 
19 E  CPIENERGY  Consumer Price Index - Energy  weight average  PRICE 
20 I  CPO  Private Consumption Expenditure - Miscellaneous  CPO NIAQ 
21 E  CPO01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Miscellaneous  CPO01 NIAQ 
22 I  CPRECED  Private Consumption Expenditure - Recreation & Education  CPREC&ED NIAQ 
23 E  CPRECED01  Real Private Consump. Expenditure - Recreation & Education  CPREC&ED01 NIAQ 
24 I  CPRENTW  Private Consumption Expenditure - Rents & Water Charges  CPRENT&W NIAQ 
25 E  CPRENTW01  Real Private Consump. Expenditure - Rents & Water Charges  CPRENT&W01 NIAQ 
26 E  CPTOB01  Private Consumption Expenditure - Tobacco  CPTOB NIAQ 
27 E  CPTOB01  Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Tobacco  CPTOB01 NIAQ 
28 I  CPTRNCOM  Consumption Expenditure - Transport & Communication  CPTRN&COM NIAQ 
29 E  CPTRNCOM01 Real Private Consum. Expen. - Transport & Communication  CPTRN&COM01 NIAQ 
30 E  ER@TW  Exchange Rate (NT$ per US$) Index  EUS/33.81*100 2001=100 
31 I  EUS  Exchange Rate - NT$ per US$  RX$ FSM 
32 I  EX  Exports of Goods & Services  EX QNET 
33 E  EX01  Real Exports of Goods & Services  EX01 NIAQ 
34 I  GDP  Expenditure on GDP  GDP NIAQ 
35 I  GDP01  Real Gross Domestic Product  GDP01 NIAQ 
36 I  GNP  Gross National Product  GNP QNET 
37 I  GNP01  Real Gross National Product  GNP01 QNET 
38 I  IFIX  Gross Fixed Capital Formation - Amount at Current Prices  IFIX NIAQ A-11 
39 E  IFIX01  Real Gross Fixed Capital Formation  IFIX01 NIAQ 
40 I  M  Imports of Goods & Services  M QNET 
41 E  M01  Real Imports of Goods & Services  M01 NIAQ 
42 E  M2  Monetary Aggregates - M2  M2 FSM 
43 E  MPIUSD  Import Price Index on U.S.$ Basis - General Index  MPI PRICE 
44 I  PCGNP  GNP at Current Prices - per Capita  GNP/EUS/N  
45 I  PCP    Priv. Cons. Expenditure Deflator  PCP NIAQ 
46 E  PCPBEV    Private Cons. Expenditure Deflator – Beverages  PCPBEV NIAQ 
47 E  PCPCLFT    Private Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Clothing Footwear  PCPCL&FT NIAQ 
48 E  PCPFOOD    Private Consumption Expenditure Deflator - Food  PCPFOOD NIAQ 
49 E  PCPFUEL    Private Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Fuel & Power  PCPFUEL&P NIAQ 
50 E  PCPFURN    Priv. Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Furn. & House Equip  PCPFURN NIAQ 
51 E  PCPHEALTH    Priv. Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Medicare & Health  PCPHEALTH NIAQ 
52 E  PCPHOP    Priv. Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Household Operation  PCPHOP NIAQ 
53 E  PCPO    Priv. Cons. Expenditure. Deflator – Miscellaneous  PCPO NIAQ 
54 E  PCPRECED    Priv. Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Recreation & Education  PCPREC&ED NIAQ 
55 E  PCPRENTW    Private Cons. Expenditure. Deflator - Rents & Water Charges  PCPRENT&W NIAQ 
56 E  PCPTOB    Private Cons. Expenditure Deflator - Tobacco  PCPTOB NIAQ 
57 E  PCPTRNCOM    Priv. Cons. Expen. Deflator - Transport & Communication  PCPTRN&COM NIAQ 
58 E  PEX    Exports of Goods & Services Deflator  PEX NIAQ 
59 I  PGDP    Gross Domestic Product Deflator  PGDP NIAQ 
60 E  PIFIX    Gross Fixed Capital Formation Deflator  PIFIX NIAQ 
61 E  PM    Imports of Goods & Services Deflator  PM NIAQ 
62 E  RMCP90  Interbank Money Market Interest Rates - Total  RMIB FSM 
63 E  WPI  Wholesale Price Index - General Index  WPI PRICE 
64 E  XPIUSD  Export Price Index on U.S.$ Basis - General Index  XPI PRICE 
 Exogenous  Variables 
No.  Code Definitions Databank  code  and 
processing 
Data sources   
1 CG  Government Consumption  CG NIAQ 
2 CG01  Real Government Consumption  CG01 NIAQ 
3 ER@JP  Exchange Rate - Yen$ per US$  158**RF*ZF/108.78  IFS@IMF，2001=100 
4 POGDP01TW  Potential Real GDP  Hodrick-Prescott filtered estimated. 
4 RGDP@US  US Real GDP  11199E*RZF IFS@IMF 
5 INVCH  Inventory Change  INVCH01 NIAQ 
6 INVCH01  Real  Inventory  Change  INVCH01 NIAQ 
7 N  Total Population  N MAN 
8 PCOMWD  All Commodities Index*  00176ACDZF IFS@IMF 
9 PENERGYWD  Global energy price index*  00176ENDZF(00176AADZF)IFS@IMF 
10 PFOODWD  Global food price index  00176EXDZF IFS@IMF 
11 REDIS  Interest Rate - Rediscount Rate  RMCEC @RDISC  FSM 
12 WPI@US  US WPI  11163***ZF IFS@IMF 
13 YWN  Net Factor Income from Abroad  YWN NIAQ 
14 YWN01  Real Net Factor Income from Abroad YWN01 NIAQ 
Note: The Global energy price index is unavailable by 1992q2, the missing data is appended by average crude oil Spot 
Price Index. The All Commodities Index also calculated by weigh average all commodities index.   
   A-12 
2.  The Equations of Model 
(1)Behavior Equations 
A. Private Final Consumption Expenditure   
(E1)Real Private Consumption Expenditure – Food (CPFOOD01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cpfood01) 
   =    0.81362  *  log(cpfood01)[-1]  +  0.16595  *  log(gdp01) 
       ( 1 9 . 0 9 1 3 )                      ( 4 . 3 3 4 9 0 )  
      -  0.16512  *  log(pcpfood/pgdp)  -  0.07361    -  0.03282  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 5 . 4 1 9 5 7 )                      ( 0 . 6 1 0 2 0 )     ( 6 . 6 2 1 6 7 )  
      -  0.02483  *  SEASON_3  +  0.01573  *  SEASON_4 
       ( 7 . 1 2 9 3 4 )             ( 3 . 1 3 9 6 2 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0057   Std  Err    0.0101   LHS  Mean  12.5808 
 R  Sq       0.9957   R  Bar  Sq   0.9951   F  7,  56  1838.31 
 D.W.(  1)   2.0874   D.W.(  4)   1.2951 
 H          - 0 . 4 1 4 4  
 
 AR_0  =  -  0.39142  *  AR_1 
          ( 3 . 0 5 3 9 5 )  
  (E2)Real Private Consumption Expenditure – Beverages (CPBEV01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cpbev01) 
   =    0.57376  *  log(cpbev01)[-4] + 0.25588 * log(gdp01) 
       ( 8 . 9 8 6 0 1 )                     ( 4 . 0 4 1 8 6 )  
      -  0.67216  *  log(pcpbev/pgdp)  +  0.69941    +  0.07730  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 5 . 2 3 9 5 8 )                     ( 1 . 1 6 2 2 0 )     ( 6 . 2 9 6 4 7 )  
            + 0.11853 * SEASON_3 + 0.03858 * SEASON_4 
       ( 6 . 8 7 3 7 5 )             ( 5 . 0 4 7 8 6 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0254   Std  Err    0.0213   LHS  Mean  10.5024 
 R  Sq       0.9771   R  Bar  Sq   0.9742   F  7,  56  340.869 
 D.W.(  1)   2.1379   D.W.(  4)   1.9289 
 
 AR_0  =  +  0.40282  *  AR_1 
          ( 3 . 2 8 1 4 8 )  
  (E3)Private Consumption Expenditure – Tobacco (CPTOB01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cptob01) 
   =    0.37733  *  log(cptob01)[-4]  +  0.36453  *  log(gdp01) 
       ( 7 . 2 4 6 1 2 )                     ( 9 . 2 9 3 9 5 )  
      -  0.40792  *  log(pcptob/pgdp)  +  0.65262    -  0.01470  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 1 1 . 6 6 6 2 )                     ( 2 . 0 5 9 3 7 )     ( 2 . 0 4 0 1 8 )  
      -  0.07883  *  SEASON_3  +  0.01519  *  SEASON_4 
       ( 8 . 1 0 5 1 2 )             ( 2 . 1 4 6 9 4 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0222   Std  Err    0.0197   LHS  Mean   9.5179 
 R  Sq       0.9614   R  Bar  Sq   0.9574   F  6,  57  236.907 





(E4)Real Private Consumption Expenditure-Clothing Footwear (CPCLFT01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for    111 periods from 1981Q1 to 2008Q3 
 log(cpclft01) 
   =    0.89368  *  log(cpclft01)[-1]  -  0.22453  *  log(pcpclft/pgdp) 
       ( 2 5 . 9 1 4 8 )                      ( 3 . 4 6 9 8 4 )  
      +  0.05721  *  log(gdp01)  +  0.70429    -  1.00916  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 1 . 8 2 8 5 2 )               ( 4 . 0 9 7 2 6 )     ( 5 3 . 1 3 6 7 )  
            - 0.39314 * SEASON_3 - 0.05245 * SEASON_4 
       ( 3 0 . 3 0 1 9 )             ( 4 . 1 1 6 8 1 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0798   Std  Err    0.0278   LHS  Mean  10.4047 
 R  Sq       0.9985   R  Bar  Sq   0.9984   F  7,103  9645.92 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9362   D.W.(  4)   0.7345 
 H           0 . 3 2 4 1  
 
  AR_0 =    - 0.32974 * AR_1 
          ( 3 . 5 2 1 9 3 )  
 
(E5)Real Private Consumption Expenditure-Fuel & Power (CPFUEL01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cpfuel01) 
   =    0.51098  *  log(cpfuel01)[-1]  -  0.25790  *  log(pcpfuel/pgdp) 
       ( 4 . 3 7 4 8 1 )                      ( 2 . 8 4 5 4 3 )  
      +  0.43432  *  log(gdp01)  -  1.34834    +  0.07809  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 3 . 8 8 0 9 4 )               ( 2 . 5 0 9 2 6 )     ( 7 . 5 4 2 5 1 )  
            + 0.03111 * SEASON_3 + 0.03997 * SEASON_4 
       ( 3 . 0 0 6 0 8 )             ( 3 . 6 3 2 6 7 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0400   Std  Err    0.0265   LHS  Mean  10.3602 
 R  Sq       0.9768   R  Bar  Sq   0.9744   F  6,  57  400.375 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9635   D.W.(  4)   1.6925 
 H          - 1 . 2 7 4 7  
  (E6)Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Rents & Water Charges 
(CPRENTW01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cprentw01) 
   =    0.87833  *  log(cprentw01)[-1]  -  0.02949  *  log(pcprentw/pgdp) 
       ( 2 5 . 7 1 5 5 )                       ( 0 . 2 9 9 5 3 )  
      +  0.06111  *  log(gdp01)  +  0.60922    +  0.00609  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 2 . 5 4 4 3 9 )               ( 2 . 6 9 7 7 6 )     ( 1 . 1 7 9 4 6 )  
      +  0.00470  *  SEASON_3  +  0.00082  *  SEASON_4 
       ( 1 . 2 8 0 6 0 )             ( 0 . 2 1 7 8 2 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0048   Std  Err    0.0092   LHS  Mean  12.3568 
 R  Sq       0.9961   R  Bar  Sq   0.9957   F  6,  57  2429.07 
 D.W.(  1)   1.5826   D.W.(  4)   0.8232 
 H          1.6094 
 
(E7)Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Furniture & House Equip 
(CPFURN01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cpfurn01) 
   =    0.61727  *  log(cpfurn01)[-1] - 0.56967 * log(pcpfurn/pgdp) 
       ( 6 . 8 1 0 2 3 )                      ( 4 . 2 5 5 5 9 )  A-14 
      +  0.35353  *  log(gdp01)  -  0.88160    -  0.25836 * SEASON_2 
       ( 3 . 2 2 8 3 7 )               ( 1 . 2 3 5 1 0 )     ( 8 . 5 0 3 5 9 )  
            - 0.33950 * SEASON_3 - 0.27697 * SEASON_4 
       ( 2 2 . 3 6 1 7 )             ( 2 7 . 8 0 5 2 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0423   Std  Err    0.0273   LHS  Mean  10.6471 
 R  Sq       0.9914   R  Bar  Sq   0.9905   F  6,  57  1096.63 
 D.W.(  1)   1.7764   D.W.(  4)   0.7990 
 H          1.2265 
 
(E8)Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Household Operation (CPHOP01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cphop01) 
   =    0.93276  *  log(cphop01)[-1]  -  0.15984  *  log(pcphop/pgdp) 
       ( 3 4 . 3 3 3 1 )                     ( 2 . 7 4 7 3 5 )  
      +  0.10509  *  log(gdp01)  -  0.73220    -  0.12387 * SEASON_2 
       ( 2 . 6 6 4 6 8 )               ( 1 . 9 3 7 2 2 )     ( 2 0 . 4 0 8 5 )  
            - 0.14153 * SEASON_3 - 0.11520 * SEASON_4 
       ( 2 6 . 6 0 8 5 )             ( 1 8 . 9 7 5 2 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0097   Std  Err    0.0131   LHS  Mean  10.5759 
 R  Sq       0.9975   R  Bar  Sq   0.9972   F  7,  56  3239.29 
 D.W.(  1)   2.0170   D.W.(  4)   1.5183 
 H          - 0 . 1 4 9 1  
 
 AR_0  =  -  0.22447  *  AR_1 
          ( 1 . 6 7 9 4 8 )  
 
(E9)Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Medicare & Health 
(CPHEALTH01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cphealth01) 
   =    0.77032  *  log(cphealth01)[-1]  +  0.35561  *  log(gdp01) 
       ( 1 3 . 8 1 4 0 )                        ( 3 . 7 4 1 4 4 )  
      -  0.34121  *  log(pcphealth/pgdp)  -  2.56938    +  0.17925  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 3 . 2 1 2 3 6 )                        ( 3 . 2 5 3 2 5 )     ( 2 3 . 1 5 9 8 )  
      +  0.06380  *  SEASON_3  -  0.09657  *  SEASON_4 
       ( 7 . 3 7 6 2 3 )             ( 1 0 . 9 1 3 9 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0268   Std  Err    0.0217   LHS  Mean  11.6649 
 R  Sq       0.9945   R  Bar  Sq   0.9939   F  6,  57  1717.60 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8495   D.W.(  4)   0.8939 
 H          0.0549 
 
(E10)Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Recreation & Education 
(CPRECED01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cpreced01) 
   =    0.13073  *  log(cpreced01)[-1] + 0.89910 * log(gdp01) 
       (1.58739)                      (  9.9059) 
            - 0.00376 * pchya(pcpreced/pgdp) - 0.26067 * dum03q2 - 2.18585 
       ( 1 . 4 2 7 5 8 )                         (   9 . 7 6 1 0 )            ( 4 . 5 3 2 0 5 )  
            - 0.39304 * SEASON_2 + 0.05857 * SEASON_3 - 0.30183 * SEASON_4 
       ( 1 9 . 2 3 3 9 )             ( 3 . 5 7 6 9 6 )             ( 1 3 . 2 6 4 9 )  
 A-15 
 Sum  Sq     0.0314   Std  Err    0.0239   LHS  Mean  12.4987 
 R  Sq       0.9938   R  Bar  Sq   0.9928   F  8,  55  1093.85 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9522   D.W.(  4)   1.2674 
 H          - 0 . 3 9 3 3  
 
 AR_0  =  +  0.47000  *  AR_1 
          ( 3 . 5 9 3 8 3 )  
 
(E11)Real Private Consumption Expenditure - Transport & Communication 
(CPTRNCOM01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cptrncom01) 
   =    0.98713  *  log(cptrncom01)[-1]  +  0.17461  *  log(gdp01/gdp01[-1]) 
       ( 1 1 5 . 2 1 2 )                        ( 1 . 1 3 2 8 7 )  
      -  0.23124  *  log(pcptrncom/pgdp) - 0.06709 * dum03q1 + 0.23302 
       ( 3 . 5 1 5 1 9 )                        ( 2 . 9 8 2 6 3 )            ( 2 . 2 7 2 5 4 )  
            - 0.31851 * SEASON_2 + 0.18526 * SEASON_3 - 0.12665 * SEASON_4 
       ( 2 3 . 3 4 3 1 )             ( 1 5 . 5 3 3 6 )             ( 8 . 8 6 3 9 9 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0309   Std  Err    0.0237   LHS  Mean  12.0373 
 R  Sq       0.9930   R  Bar  Sq   0.9920   F  8,  55  973.728 
 D.W.(  1)   1.6491   D.W.(  4)   1.4665 
 H          1.0912 
 
 AR_0  =  -  0.49991  *  AR_1 
          ( 4 . 0 2 6 9 4 )  
 
(E12)Real Private Consumption Expenditure – Miscellaneous (CPO01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(cpo01) 
   =    0.64397  *  log(cpo01)[-1] + 0.45615 * log(gdp01) 
       ( 6 . 6 9 9 2 2 )                   ( 3 . 8 5 5 6 6 )  
      -  1.19894  *  log(pcpo/pgdp)  -  2.31355    -  0.21753  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 2 . 9 8 2 1 9 )                   ( 2 . 0 6 9 3 0 )     ( 5 . 2 5 4 7 0 )  
            - 0.22183 * SEASON_3 - 0.26789 * SEASON_4 
       ( 6 . 6 9 2 4 9 )             ( 7 . 9 8 0 6 5 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.1913   Std  Err    0.0579   LHS  Mean  11.8386 
 R  Sq       0.9285   R  Bar  Sq   0.9210   F  6,  57  123.449 
 D.W.(  1)   2.1546   D.W.(  4)   2.3273 
 H          - 1 . 2 1 9 4  
 
 
(E13) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator – Food (PCPFOOD) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpfood) 
      =    + 0.73810 * dlogya(pcpfood)[-1] + 0.05872 * dlogya(pcpfood)[-2] 
       ( 4 . 4 1 3 5 0 )                        ( 0 . 2 7 0 5 3 )  
      +  0.04787  *  dlogya(pcpfood)[-3]  -  0.11165  *  dlogya(pcpfood)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 2 1 6 5 4 )                        ( 0 . 6 9 0 2 5 )  
      +  2.75647  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  2.02695  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (18.4058)               (4.12868) 
      -  0.13175  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] - 0.46268 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 2 1 0 5 6 )                    ( 0 . 7 2 7 6 5 )  
      +  0.28429  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.60399) A-16 
      -  0.20810  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (2.70595) 
      -  0.03014  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.23458) 
      -  0.17577  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.38941) 
      +  0.14843  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (1.16456) 
      -  0.06413  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00028 
       (0.66851)                                        (0.10232) 
            - 0.00201 * SEASON_2 - 0.00128 * SEASON_3 + 0.00229 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 6 1 7 3 6 )             ( 0 . 3 8 2 2 3 )             ( 0 . 6 9 9 6 3 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0037   Std  Err    0.0090   LHS  Mean   0.0243 
 R  Sq       0.9513   R  Bar  Sq   0.9333   F  17,  46  52.8610 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8169   D.W.(  4)   1.7529 
 
(E14) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator – Beverages (PCPBEV) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpbev) 
   =  +  0.72109  *  dlogya(pcpbev)[-1] - 0.12157 * dlogya(pcpbev)[-2] 
       ( 4 . 9 5 7 6 3 )                       ( 0 . 6 4 8 8 3 )  
      +  0.07232  *  dlogya(pcpbev)[-3] - 0.12401 * dlogya(pcpbev)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 3 8 7 6 8 )                       ( 0 . 8 8 4 2 1 )  
      -  0.07292  *  dlogya(cpi) + 0.20423 * dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (0.21107)               (0.53680) 
      +  0.21759  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.04413 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 5 6 2 1 6 )                    ( 0 . 1 1 4 2 1 )  
      -  0.32290  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.94196) 
      -  0.12469  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (0.66319) 
      +  0.18904  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.60403) 
      -  0.46113  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.43653) 
      -  0.09382  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.30310) 
      -  0.19789  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00419 
       (0.80539)                                        (0.59133) 
            + 0.00017 * SEASON_2 + 0.00072 * SEASON_3 + 0.00458 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 0 2 2 2 0 )             ( 0 . 0 9 0 9 9 )             ( 0 . 5 8 6 3 4 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0219   Std  Err    0.0218   LHS  Mean   0.0121 
 R  Sq       0.6793   R  Bar  Sq   0.5608   F  17,  46   5.7328 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9036   D.W.(  4)   2.5014 
 
 
(E15) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator– Tobacco (PCPTOB) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q2 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcptob) 
   =  +  0.89919  *  dlogya(pcptob)[-1]  -  0.01559  *  dlogya(pcptob)[-2] 
       ( 1 4 . 0 5 8 1 )                       ( 0 . 3 1 6 1 8 )  
      -  0.03560  *  dlogya(pcptob)[-3]  +  0.03900  *  dlogya(pcptob)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 7 1 4 1 3 )                       ( 0 . 7 4 1 7 3 )  
            - 0.40491 * dlogya(cpi) - 0.14244 * dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (1.83692)               (0.66024) A-17 
      +  0.71552  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.26464 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 3 . 3 0 2 5 8 )                    ( 1 . 1 6 0 9 8 )  
      -  0.45997  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (2.09156) 
      -  0.09158  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (0.75556) 
      +  0.03346  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.19251) 
      +  0.22671  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.24991) 
      -  0.28823  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (1.75305) 
      -  0.22142  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] 
       (1.34799) 
            - 0.25199 * dum03q1 + 0.25506 * dum02q1 + 0.00323 
       (13.3227)           (15.5469)           (0.48239) 
            - 0.00015 * SEASON_2 + 0.00173 * SEASON_3 + 0.00292 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 0 3 5 7 5 )             ( 0 . 3 5 9 7 6 )             ( 0 . 6 7 1 9 0 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0077   Std  Err    0.0136   LHS  Mean   0.0307 
 R  Sq       0.9725   R  Bar  Sq   0.9594   F  20,  42  74.2385 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8890   D.W.(  4)   2.5398 
 
 AR_0  =  +  0.41147  *  AR_1 
          ( 2 . 6 5 0 5 7 )  
 
(E16) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Clothing Footwear (PCPCLFT) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpclft) 
      =    + 0.70605 * dlogya(pcpclft)[-1] + 0.25202 * dlogya(pcpclft)[-2] 
       ( 4 . 8 1 4 0 7 )                        ( 1 . 4 3 8 7 5 )  
      -  0.32115  *  dlogya(pcpclft)[-3] + 0.03306 * dlogya(pcpclft)[-4] 
       ( 1 . 9 0 3 8 6 )                        ( 0 . 2 3 1 0 1 )  
      +  0.54002  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.48856  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (1.96893)               (1.50728) 
      -  0.15944  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.38844 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 4 7 8 3 9 )                    ( 1 . 1 3 6 9 0 )  
      -  0.17109  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.59779) 
      +  0.17439  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (1.18287) 
      -  0.43183  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (1.78151) 
      +  0.39455  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.57863) 
      -  0.11137  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.44455) 
      -  0.13158  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4]  -  0.00261 
       (0.70674)                                        (0.47650) 
            + 0.00257 * SEASON_2 - 0.00110 * SEASON_3 + 0.00462 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 3 9 2 5 7 )             ( 0 . 1 7 1 0 7 )             ( 0 . 7 0 4 7 1 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0146   Std  Err    0.0178   LHS  Mean   0.0011 
 R  Sq       0.6214   R  Bar  Sq   0.4815   F  17,  46   4.4409 




(E17) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Fuel & Power (PCPFUEL) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpfuel) 
   =  +  0.82968  *  dlogya(pcpfuel)[-1]  -  0.04331  *  dlogya(pcpfuel)[-2] 
       ( 5 . 4 6 7 0 8 )                        ( 0 . 2 2 1 4 7 )  
            + 0.06276 * dlogya(pcpfuel)[-3] - 0.17210 * dlogya(pcpfuel)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 3 0 6 2 4 )                        ( 1 . 1 7 9 4 9 )  
      -  0.30091  *  dlogya(cpi) + 0.27004 * dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (1.49788)               (1.19971) 
      +  0.15929  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.12661 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 6 9 7 0 4 )                    ( 0 . 5 5 0 3 8 )  
      -  0.14848  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.72446) 
      -  0.19927  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (1.76298) 
      +  0.39475  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (2.13205) 
      -  0.05274  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.27161) 
      -  0.03039  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.16008) 
      -  0.07199  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00461 
       ( 0 . 4 9 2 6 4 )                                         ( 1 . 1 1 2 3 2 )  
            - 0.00389 * SEASON_2 - 0.00288 * SEASON_3 + 0.00213 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 8 2 2 3 5 )             ( 0 . 5 9 7 9 4 )             ( 0 . 4 4 9 3 8 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0079   Std  Err    0.0131   LHS  Mean   0.0152 
 R  Sq       0.7472   R  Bar  Sq   0.6537   F  17,  46   7.9967 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8553   D.W.(  4)   2.2636 
 
 
(E18) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Rents & Water Charges 
(PCPRENTW) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcprentw) 
   =  +  0.99998  *  dlogya(pcprentw)[-1]  -  0.15393  *  dlogya(pcprentw)[-2] 
       (7.46964)                        (0.87961) 
      +  0.33503  *  dlogya(pcprentw)[-3] - 0.26036 * dlogya(pcprentw)[-4] 
       (1.91174)                        (2.14712) 
      +  0.01393  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.02573  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (0.24887)               (0.43186) 
      -  0.07198  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.11417 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 1 . 2 2 2 6 0 )                    ( 1 . 9 0 8 8 0 )  
      +  0.03940  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.65655) 
      -  0.00759  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (0.26748) 
      +  0.06586  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (1.43954) 
      +  0.01877  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.40081) 
      -  0.01151  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.24656) 
      +  0.04012  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] 
       (1.12429) 
      +  -  0.00062    -  0.00000  *  SEASON_2 
        (0.59062)    (0.00392) A-19 
            - 0.00059 * SEASON_3 - 0.00021 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 4 7 8 1 8 )             ( 0 . 1 7 6 1 8 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0005   Std  Err    0.0034   LHS  Mean   0.0125 
 R  Sq       0.9799   R  Bar  Sq   0.9719   F  18,  45  122.069 
 D.W.(  1)   2.0156   D.W.(  4)   1.9840 
 
(E19) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Furn. & House Equip (PCPFURN) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpfurn) 
   =  +  0.76870  *  dlogya(pcpfurn)[-1]  +  0.11744  *  dlogya(pcpfurn)[-2] 
       ( 5 . 3 8 9 5 3 )                        ( 0 . 6 6 0 3 5 )  
      -  0.11504  *  dlogya(pcpfurn)[-3]  -  0.15893  *  dlogya(pcpfurn)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 6 3 7 9 8 )                        ( 1 . 1 3 4 3 9 )  
      +  0.36627  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.07888  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (2.95671)               (0.59169) 
      +  0.02144  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2]  -  0.01941  *  dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 1 6 1 4 7 )                    ( 0 . 1 4 8 0 8 )  
      +  0.16584  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (1.30330) 
      +  0.04631  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (0.74358) 
      +  0.04136  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.40745) 
      -  0.13559  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.32412) 
      +  0.18100  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (1.76584) 
      -  0.07228  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4]  -  0.00689 
       (0.92222)                                        (1.98922) 
            - 0.00021 * SEASON_2 - 0.00163 * SEASON_3 + 0.00039 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 0 7 9 2 0 )             ( 0 . 6 0 6 0 8 )             ( 0 . 1 4 5 5 1 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0025   Std  Err    0.0074   LHS  Mean   0.0009 
 R  Sq       0.8922   R  Bar  Sq   0.8523   F  17,  46  22.3902 
 D.W.(  1)   1.7983   D.W.(  4)   2.2152 
 
 
(E20) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Household Operation (PCPHOP) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcphop) 
   =  +  0.38320  *  dlogya(pcphop)[-1] + 0.26975 * dlogya(pcphop)[-2] 
       ( 2 . 8 7 6 4 1 )                       ( 1 . 8 7 9 0 7 )  
      +  0.17094  *  dlogya(pcphop)[-3]  -  0.39838  *  dlogya(pcphop)[-4] 
       ( 1 . 1 1 4 6 1 )                       ( 2 . 6 2 9 8 3 )  
      +  0.30149  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.32427  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (0.95110)               (0.91051) 
      +  0.27952  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.22635 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 7 4 6 7 8 )                    ( 0 . 6 2 9 6 1 )  
      +  0.02582  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.07996) 
      +  0.22528  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (1.20456) 
      -  0.20384  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.62449) 
      +  0.19387  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.63581) A-20 
      -  0.46530  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (1.65114) 
      +  0.39234  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00546 
       (1.81734)                                        (0.87185) 
            - 0.00226 * SEASON_2 - 0.00346 * SEASON_3 - 0.00331 * SEASON_4 
       (0.31164)            (0.47409)            (0.45577) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0189   Std  Err    0.0203   LHS  Mean   0.0202 
 R  Sq       0.5554   R  Bar  Sq   0.3911   F  17,  46   3.3803 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8006   D.W.(  4)   2.4371 
 
(E21) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Medicare & Health (PCPHEALTH) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcphealth) 
      =    + 0.40606 * dlogya(pcphealth)[-1] + 0.17922 * dlogya(pcphealth)[-2] 
       ( 2 . 8 3 9 5 1 )                          ( 1 . 3 7 0 5 8 )  
            - 0.33154 * dlogya(pcphealth)[-3] - 0.03434 * dlogya(pcphealth)[-4] 
       ( 2 . 5 3 4 2 9 )                          ( 0 . 3 1 3 8 3 )  
      +  0.22592  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.16587  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (2.32926)               (1.57862) 
      -  0.08289  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.03029 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 7 9 9 2 1 )                    ( 0 . 2 9 1 8 0 )  
      +  0.25197  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (2.51942) 
      -  0.02277  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (0.46164) 
      +  0.05370  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.65404) 
      +  0.01417  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.16529) 
      +  0.03007  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.35852) 
      -  0.00840  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00954 
       (0.13555)                                        (4.08400) 
            - 0.00100 * SEASON_2 - 0.00410 * SEASON_3 - 0.00324 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 4 6 1 5 7 )             ( 1 . 8 9 9 2 2 )             ( 1 . 5 1 7 6 0 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0016   Std  Err    0.0059   LHS  Mean   0.0150 
 R  Sq       0.5803   R  Bar  Sq   0.4251   F  17,  46   3.7407 
 D.W.(  1)   1.6307   D.W.(  4)   2.3551 
 
(E22) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Recreation & Education 
(PCPRECED) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpreced) 
   =  +  0.88282  *  dlogya(pcpreced)[-1]  +  0.02019  *  dlogya(pcpreced)[-2] 
       (6.09864)                        (0.10869) 
      -  0.16101  *  dlogya(pcpreced)[-3]  +  0.01292  *  dlogya(pcpreced)[-4] 
       (0.83059)                        (0.08931) 
      +  0.29728  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.34559  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (2.05010)               (2.15794) 
      +  0.04524  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2]  +  0.24110  *  dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 2 8 2 7 8 )                    ( 1 . 5 3 2 1 0 )  
      +  0.11351  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.74694) 
      +  0.09456  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (1.26840) A-21 
      +  0.03211  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.26090) 
      -  0.11568  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.95316) 
      +  0.17046  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (1.40253) 
      -  0.08139  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00064 
       (0.89498)                                        (0.23602) 
            + 0.00119 * SEASON_2 - 0.00386 * SEASON_3 - 0.00287 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 3 6 3 3 1 )             ( 1 . 1 4 9 7 5 )             ( 0 . 8 8 4 2 6 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0036   Std  Err    0.0088   LHS  Mean   0.0221 
 R  Sq       0.8905   R  Bar  Sq   0.8500   F  17,  46  22.0005 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8990   D.W.(  4)   2.4284 
 
(E23) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator - Transport & Communication 
(PCPTRNCOM) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcptrncom) 
   =  +  0.56773  *  dlogya(pcptrncom)[-1] + 0.36608 * dlogya(pcptrncom)[-2] 
       ( 2 . 7 9 3 8 7 )                          ( 1 . 6 1 8 5 6 )  
      -  0.25935  *  dlogya(pcptrncom)[-3] - 0.03004 * dlogya(pcptrncom)[-4] 
       ( 1 . 1 4 5 7 1 )                          ( 0 . 1 6 3 0 2 )  
      +  0.04946  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.26416  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (0.20565)               (0.98749) 
      +  0.01420  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.49352 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 0 5 3 7 7 )                    ( 1 . 8 4 6 2 7 )  
      -  0.19358  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.78884) 
      +  0.52078  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (4.14179) 
      -  0.10002  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.47809) 
      +  0.22605  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.06492) 
      +  0.03381  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.15246) 
      -  0.04978  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4]  -  0.00165 
       (0.28317)                                        (0.35740) 
            + 0.00173 * SEASON_2 + 0.00203 * SEASON_3 - 0.00270 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 3 1 5 8 9 )             ( 0 . 3 6 6 4 5 )             ( 0 . 4 8 9 8 2 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0107   Std  Err    0.0153   LHS  Mean   0.0033 
 R  Sq       0.6865   R  Bar  Sq   0.5706   F  17,  46   5.9241 
 D.W.(  1)   1.7600   D.W.(  4)   1.9588 
 
(E24) Private Consumption Expen. Deflator – Miscellaneous (PCPO) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pcpo) 
      =    + 0.36923 * dlogya(pcpo)[-1] + 0.17584 * dlogya(pcpo)[-2] 
       ( 2 . 4 2 3 2 2 )                     ( 1 . 1 7 6 4 4 )  
      +  0.14172  *  dlogya(pcpo)[-3]  -  0.09585  *  dlogya(pcpo)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 9 6 4 0 0 )                     ( 0 . 7 2 8 7 2 )  
      +  0.54812  *  dlogya(cpi)  -  0.04174  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] 
       (4.39387)               (0.26768) 
      -  0.26506  *  dlogya(cpi)[-2] + 0.33750 * dlogya(cpi)[-3] 
       ( 1 . 6 8 3 9 7 )                    ( 2 . 0 3 6 3 3 )  A-22 
      -  0.08914  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       (0.55805) 
      +  0.10378  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (1.48999) 
      -  0.03520  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.31080) 
      -  0.01805  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.16024) 
      +  0.02532  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.22691) 
      -  0.06279  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4]  -  0.00317 
       (0.74215)                                        (1.27236) 
            + 0.00063 * SEASON_2 - 0.00081 * SEASON_3 + 0.00238 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 2 1 4 0 0 )             ( 0 . 2 7 4 0 4 )             ( 0 . 8 0 2 0 7 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0030   Std  Err    0.0081   LHS  Mean   0.0138 
 R  Sq       0.8514   R  Bar  Sq   0.7965   F  17,  46  15.5024 
 D.W.(  1)   1.6328   D.W.(  4)   1.7000 
 
B.  Investment Sectors 
(E25)Real Gross Fixed Capital Formation (IFIX01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q2 to 2008Q4 
 log(ifix01) 
   =    0.47924  *  log(ifix01)[-4] + 0.33980 * log(gdp01) 
       ( 3 . 8 3 7 6 4 )                    ( 2 . 2 2 3 3 4 )  
            + 0.01546 * pchya(gdp01) - 0.00407 * rmcp90-pchya(wpi) 
       ( 5 . 4 4 5 4 6 )                 ( 2 . 0 2 6 7 9 )  
            - 0.37375 * log(pifix/pgdp) - 0.13700 * dum05q4 + 1.72298 
       ( 1 . 4 3 8 6 4 )                    ( 4 . 2 8 6 8 7 )            ( 0 . 9 4 6 1 5 )  
            + 0.10924 * SEASON_2 + 0.08080 * SEASON_3 + 0.15724 * SEASON_4 
       ( 3 . 7 2 4 7 3 )             ( 2 . 9 7 0 7 8 )             ( 3 . 8 3 0 6 7 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0757   Std  Err    0.0381   LHS  Mean  13.1347 
 R  Sq       0.9678   R  Bar  Sq   0.9616   F  10,  52  156.454 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9436   D.W.(  4)   2.1843 
 
 AR_0  =  +  0.78575  *  AR_1 
          ( 8 . 0 6 1 4 9 )  
 
(E26)Gross Fixed Capital Formation Deflator (PIFIX) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pifix) 
   =    1.00059  *  dlogya(pifix)[-1] - 0.00150 * dlogya(pifix)[-2] 
       ( 5 . 3 9 3 9 6 )                      ( 0 . 0 0 5 8 5 )  
            - 0.05646 * dlogya(pifix)[-3] - 0.16384 * dlogya(pifix)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 2 2 0 8 6 )                      ( 0 . 8 9 4 8 1 )  
      +  0.25796  *  dlogya(wpi)  -  0.16718  *  dlogya(wpi)[-1] 
       (3.92203)               (1.28068) 
      -  0.05570  *  dlogya(wpi)[-2]  -  0.06552  *  dlogya(wpi)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 3 4 3 9 5 )                    ( 0 . 4 0 9 4 2 )  
      +  0.14971  *  dlogya(wpi)[-4]  +  0.00230    -  0.00270  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 1 . 3 9 7 2 9 )                    ( 0 . 6 8 5 8 8 )     ( 0 . 5 9 7 7 9 )  
      -  0.00494  *  SEASON_3  +  0.00087  *  SEASON_4 
       ( 1 . 0 8 7 2 8 )             ( 0 . 1 9 0 0 3 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0082   Std  Err    0.0127   LHS  Mean   0.0102 
 R  Sq       0.8200   R  Bar  Sq   0.7777   F  12,  51  19.3617 A-23 
 D.W.(  1)   1.6112   D.W.(  4)   1.9163 
 
C.  Trade Sectors 
(E27)Real Exports of Goods & Services (EX01) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q3 
 log(ex01) 
   =    0.36271  *  log(ex01)[-1]  +  1.32730  *  log(rgdp@us) 
       (2.87207)                 (5.07844) 
      -  0.12777  *  log(pex/er@tw/pcomwd)  -  3.77601    +  0.09465  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 3 . 5 3 5 2 0 )                          ( 4 . 6 1 6 0 7 )     ( 5 . 7 4 3 5 7 )  
            + 0.03911 * SEASON_3 + 0.10977 * SEASON_4 
       ( 3 . 3 1 3 3 7 )             ( 7 . 8 1 6 3 5 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0580   Std  Err    0.0322   LHS  Mean  14.0553 
 R  Sq       0.9934   R  Bar  Sq   0.9927   F  6,  56  1401.89 
 D.W.(  1)   1.6568   D.W.(  4)   2.5015 
 
(E28) Exports of Goods & Services Deflator (PEX) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pex) 
   =  +  0.42295  *  dlogya(pex)[-1] + 0.16978 * dlogya(pex)[-2] 
       ( 3 . 0 7 3 2 9 )                    ( 1 . 0 4 5 5 0 )  
      +  0.21696  *  dlogya(pex)[-3] - 0.51235 * dlogya(pex)[-4] 
       ( 1 . 3 7 1 5 9 )                    ( 3 . 3 7 2 3 1 )  
            + 0.89332 * dlogya(xpiusd) - 0.42006 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-1] 
       ( 1 4 . 2 7 2 7 )                   ( 2 . 6 0 7 7 8 )  
      -  0.15962  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-2] + 0.02774 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 8 6 0 1 7 )                       ( 0 . 1 4 8 0 9 )  
            + 0.28858 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-4] + 0.77909 * dlogya(er@tw) 
       ( 2 . 0 5 2 4 1 )                       ( 2 1 . 2 9 9 0 )  
      -  0.35547  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (3.00318) 
                                    -   0 . 0 7 9 7 1   *   d l o g y a ( e r @ t w ) [ - 2 ]  
                                     ( 0 . 5 9 7 7 8 )  
      -  0.13099  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-3]  +  0.38576  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 9 8 3 6 5 )                      ( 3 . 0 1 6 5 2 )  
      -  0.00031    +  0.00242  *  SEASON_2  +  0.00394  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.16107)    (0.92222)            (1.48225) 
      +  0.00283  *  SEASON_4 
       (1.05933) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0025   Std  Err    0.0074   LHS  Mean   0.0089 
 R  Sq       0.9721   R  Bar  Sq   0.9618   F  17,  46  94.2459 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8155   D.W.(  4)   2.0676 
 
(E29)Real Imports of Goods & Services (M01) 
Cochrane-Orcutt 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 log(m01) 
   =    0.65316  *  log(m01)[-1] + 0.53532 * log(gdp01) 
       ( 7 . 6 9 0 3 2 )                 ( 4 . 6 5 3 8 2 )  
            + 0.00887 * pchya(gdp01) - 0.09843 * log(pm/pgdp) - 3.12474 
       ( 6 . 8 9 9 1 0 )                 ( 1 . 7 2 0 7 9 )                 ( 5 . 1 6 3 7 9 )  
            + 0.12945 * SEASON_2 + 0.05280 * SEASON_3 + 0.08581 * SEASON_4 
       ( 7 . 2 2 7 6 6 )             ( 3 . 9 5 8 5 4 )             ( 4 . 8 1 4 9 0 )  
 A-24 
 Sum  Sq     0.0759   Std  Err    0.0371   LHS  Mean  13.9687 
 R  Sq       0.9856   R  Bar  Sq   0.9835   F  8,  55  471.653 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8718   D.W.(  4)   1.6128 
 H          0.0386 
 
 AR_0  =  -  0.33655  *  AR_1 
          ( 2 . 2 3 3 6 2 )  
 
(E30) Imports of Goods & Services Deflator (PM) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(pm) 
   =  +  0.57630  *  dlogya(pm)[-1] + 0.01408 * dlogya(pm)[-2] 
       ( 3 . 1 6 7 8 7 )                   ( 0 . 0 6 5 4 2 )  
      -  0.04297  *  dlogya(pm)[-3]  +  0.11392  *  dlogya(pm)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 1 7 8 4 5 )                   ( 0 . 5 9 7 6 8 )  
      +  0.61826  *  dlogya(mpiusd)  -  0.24107  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-1] 
       ( 1 1 . 5 8 8 0 )                   ( 1 . 2 8 4 8 0 )  
      -  0.02848  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-2] + 0.08105 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 1 4 8 2 1 )                       ( 0 . 4 1 9 1 4 )  
      -  0.17528  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-4] + 0.73400 * dlogya(er@tw) 
       ( 1 . 1 3 6 3 7 )                       ( 1 2 . 7 9 4 2 )  
      -  0.37424  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-1] 
       (2.30783) 
                                    -   0 . 0 4 4 4 5   *   d l o g y a ( e r @ t w ) [ - 2 ]  
                                     ( 0 . 2 4 5 5 8 )  
      +  0.12536  *  dlogya(er@tw)[-3] - 0.12934 * dlogya(er@tw)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 6 5 3 9 1 )                      ( 0 . 8 5 3 3 1 )  
      -  0.00236    +  0.00123  *  SEASON_2  +  0.00202  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.79997)    (0.33778)            (0.56174) 
      +  0.00134  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.36775) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0047   Std  Err    0.0101   LHS  Mean   0.0265 
 R  Sq       0.9601   R  Bar  Sq   0.9454   F  17,  46  65.1724 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9880   D.W.(  4)   2.0678 
 
D.  Monetary Sectors 
(E31)Monetary Aggregates - M2/ Consumer Price Index - General Index 
(M2/CPI) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      60 periods from 1993Q1 to 2007Q4 
 log(m2/cpi) 
   =    0.88263  *  log(m2/cpi)[-1] + 0.08630 * log(gdp01) 
       ( 1 8 . 7 2 9 9 )                    ( 1 . 5 5 6 3 1 )  
      -  0.00757  *  log(rmcp90)  -  0.33735 * log(cpi/cpi[-4]) + 0.20328 
       ( 2 . 2 8 2 4 6 )                ( 3 . 3 1 1 0 5 )                     ( 0 . 7 2 2 4 5 )  
            - 0.03497 * SEASON_2 - 0.02882 * SEASON_3 - 0.02713 * SEASON_4 
       ( 9 . 1 9 6 4 0 )             ( 8 . 0 1 7 9 6 )             ( 6 . 9 1 3 9 6 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0047   Std  Err    0.0095   LHS  Mean  12.1089 
 R  Sq       0.9987   R  Bar  Sq   0.9986   F  7,  52  5910.75 
 D.W.(  1)   1.6484   D.W.(  4)   1.4030 




(E32)Money Market Rate - Interbank Money Market Interest Rates – Total 
(RMCP90) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      60 periods from 1993Q1 to 2007Q4 
 log(rmcp90) 
   =    0.72222  *  log(rmcp90)[-1]  +  0.41027  *  log(redis) 
       ( 1 7 . 2 0 3 0 )                    ( 6 . 5 0 7 0 8 )  
      +  0.00336  *  pchya(ifix01)  -  0.21259  *  dum93q3 
       (3.26959)                 (2.67219) 
      +  0.28161  *  dum94q3  -  0.18408    -  0.04074  *  SEASON_2 
       (3.54809)           (4.77936)    (1.47908) 
            - 0.02518 * SEASON_3 - 0.02427 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 8 7 8 7 8 )             ( 0 . 8 8 0 3 9 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.2902   Std  Err    0.0754   LHS  Mean   1.1846 
 R  Sq       0.9911   R  Bar  Sq   0.9898   F  8,  51  713.215 
 D.W.(  1)   2.0404   D.W.(  4)   1.8621 
 H          - 0 . 4 0 8 0  
 
(E33)Exchange Rate Index (ER@TW) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      60 periods from 1993Q1 to 2007Q4 
 log(er@tw) 
   =    0.91486  *  log(er@tw)[-1] + 0.11932 * log(er@jp) 
       ( 2 8 . 6 5 4 3 )                   ( 3 . 5 9 7 3 6 )  
      -  0.10412  *  log(ex[-1]/m[-1])  -  0.17658  *  log(gdp01/gdp01[-4]) 
       ( 1 . 6 7 1 5 0 )                      ( 1 . 7 3 9 5 8 )  
            + 0.06600 * dum97q4 - 0.06522 * dum98q4 - 0.14454 
       (3.41796)           (3.49004)           (0.89605) 
            + 0.00244 * SEASON_2 + 0.01282 * SEASON_3 + 0.00994 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 3 6 8 9 1 )             ( 1 . 9 2 7 5 8 )             ( 1 . 4 6 1 3 5 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0156   Std  Err    0.0177   LHS  Mean   4.5160 
 R  Sq       0.9746   R  Bar  Sq   0.9700   F  9,  50  212.760 
 D.W.(  1)   1.9720   D.W.(  4)   2.3598 
 H          0.0796 
 
E.  Price Index   
(E34)Import Price Index in term of US$ - General Index (MPIUSD) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q3 
 dlogya(mpiusd) 
   =  +  1.33848  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-1] - 0.63104 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-2] 
       ( 8 . 4 5 8 3 0 )                       ( 2 . 4 2 5 0 9 )  
      +  0.21300  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-3]  -  0.20226  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 8 4 9 7 0 )                       ( 1 . 3 1 9 5 8 )  
      +  0.04129  *  dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.05666 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       ( 0 . 6 4 9 0 3 )                    ( 0 . 6 6 0 6 6 )  
      -  0.09278  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2] + 0.06700 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       ( 1 . 0 8 3 1 9 )                        ( 0 . 8 2 8 5 5 )  
            + 0.05250 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.14619 * dlogya(penergywd) 
       ( 0 . 8 7 9 7 6 )                        ( 5 . 0 3 6 1 1 )  
      -  0.13297  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-1] 
       (2.80203) 
                                        +   0 . 0 0 4 4 6   *   d l o g y a ( p e n e r g y w d ) [ - 2 ]  
                                         ( 0 . 0 8 7 1 4 )  
      +  0.00331  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-3] + 0.01657 * dlogya(penergywd)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 0 6 7 9 6 )                          ( 0 . 4 5 6 3 5 )  A-26 
      -  0.00122    +  0.00177  *  SEASON_2  -  0.00235  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.19999)    (0.21901)            (0.28889) 
      +  0.00223  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.27048) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0234   Std  Err    0.0228   LHS  Mean   0.0228 
 R  Sq       0.9529   R  Bar  Sq   0.9351   F  17,  45  53.5530 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8351   D.W.(  4)   2.6023 
 
(E35)Export Price Index in term of US$ - General Index (XPIUSD) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q3 
 dlogya(xpiusd) 
   =  +  1.47818  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-1] - 0.68066 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-2] 
       ( 9 . 3 5 4 9 4 )                       ( 2 . 4 7 8 7 3 )  
      -  0.07268  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-3] + 0.06590 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 2 7 0 0 0 )                       ( 0 . 4 5 2 5 5 )  
            + 0.01027 * dlogya(pfoodwd) + 0.01350 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       ( 0 . 2 7 2 9 1 )                    ( 0 . 2 5 6 5 7 )  
      -  0.01138  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2]  +  0.02269  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 2 1 0 7 3 )                        ( 0 . 4 4 2 4 6 )  
            + 0.00812 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4] + 0.04364 * dlogya(penergywd) 
       ( 0 . 2 1 6 0 8 )                        ( 2 . 4 2 0 8 0 )  
      -  0.03712  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-1] 
       (1.36651) 
                                        +   0 . 0 2 5 8 3   *   d l o g y a ( p e n e r g y w d ) [ - 2 ]  
                                         ( 0 . 9 0 5 3 2 )  
      -  0.04024  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-3]  +  0.02190  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-4] 
       ( 1 . 4 4 8 3 0 )                          ( 1 . 1 0 4 4 4 )  
      -  0.00415    +  0.00243  *  SEASON_2  -  0.00161  *  SEASON_3 
       (1.03280)    (0.47560)            (0.31233) 
      +  0.00074  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.14146) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0094   Std  Err    0.0144   LHS  Mean  -0.0056 
 R  Sq       0.9389   R  Bar  Sq   0.9158   F  17,  45  40.6882 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8990   D.W.(  4)   2.5917 
  
 
(E36)Wholesale Price Index - General Index (WPI) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(wpi) 
   =  +  0.73727  *  dlogya(wpi)[-1]  -  0.01000  *  dlogya(wpi)[-2] 
       ( 4 . 5 8 7 9 3 )                    ( 0 . 0 5 0 0 2 )  
      -  0.04810  *  dlogya(wpi)[-3]  -  0.33482  *  dlogya(wpi)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 2 2 4 2 8 )                    ( 2 . 0 7 3 0 2 )  
      +  0.36065  *  dlogya(mpiusd)  -  0.26068  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-1] 
       ( 1 . 8 9 3 2 3 )                   ( 0 . 8 9 2 4 6 )  
      -  0.04548  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-2] + 0.03932 * dlogya(mpiusd)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 1 6 5 7 6 )                       ( 0 . 1 3 8 1 3 )  
      +  0.04163  *  dlogya(mpiusd)[-4]  -  0.10516  *  dlogya(xpiusd) 
       ( 0 . 2 2 2 0 0 )                       ( 0 . 2 8 8 2 6 )  
      +  0.16367  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-1] 
       (0.26988) 
                                     +   0 . 2 2 8 9 5   *   d l o g y a ( x p i u s d ) [ - 2 ]  
                                      (0.38541) 
      -  0.40816  *  dlogya(xpiusd)[-3] + 0.37452 * dlogya(xpiusd)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 7 4 7 4 2 )                       ( 1 . 2 7 6 9 4 )  A-27 
      +  0.07176  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (0.36293) 
      +  0.05969  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.20670) 
      +  0.23296  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (0.81286) 
      -  0.24971  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (0.87242) 
      -  0.07136  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] + 0.00963 
       (0.29700)                                        (1.61746) 
            + 0.00111 * SEASON_2 + 0.00383 * SEASON_3 - 0.00019 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 1 5 7 4 5 )             ( 0 . 5 4 4 2 7 )             ( 0 . 0 2 6 6 7 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0157   Std  Err    0.0196   LHS  Mean   0.0208 
 R  Sq       0.8545   R  Bar  Sq   0.7764   F  22,  41  10.9435 
 D.W.(  1)   1.7922   D.W.(  4)   2.5414 
 
(E37)Consumer Price Index – Food (CPIFOOD) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q3 
 dlogya(cpifood) 
   =    0.52059  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-1] + 0.15212 * dlogya(cpifood)[-2] 
       ( 4 . 1 8 6 9 5 )                        ( 1 . 0 7 8 6 7 )  
      +  0.18057  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-3]  -  0.43582  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-4] 
       ( 1 . 3 0 2 6 5 )                        ( 3 . 4 7 6 6 9 )  
      +  0.05163  *  dlogya(pfoodwd) - 0.00796 * dlogya(pfoodwd)[-1] 
       ( 0 . 8 2 7 0 5 )                    ( 0 . 0 8 6 3 8 )  
      +  0.05871  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-2]  -  0.12740  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 6 2 6 5 4 )                        ( 1 . 3 9 3 2 0 )  
      +  0.09913  *  dlogya(pfoodwd)[-4]  +  0.01010    -  0.00005  *  SEASON_2 
       ( 1 . 4 9 3 0 5 )                        ( 1 . 2 9 7 5 5 )     ( 0 . 0 0 5 4 2 )  
      +  0.00392  *  SEASON_3  +  0.00658  *  SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 3 9 4 2 9 )             ( 0 . 6 5 6 2 3 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0386   Std  Err    0.0278   LHS  Mean   0.0249 
 R  Sq       0.5617   R  Bar  Sq   0.4566   F  12,  50   5.3408 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8906   D.W.(  4)   2.2908 
 
 
(E38)Consumer Price Index – Energy (CPIENERGY) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      63 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q3 
 dlogya(cpienergy1) 
   =  +  0.79389  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-1] 
       (5.50940) 
      +  0.00579  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-2] 
       (0.03232) 
      +  0.00218  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-3] 
       (0.01216) 
      -  0.15631  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-4]  +  0.06668  *  dlogya(penergywd) 
       (1.21843)                          (3.28497) 
      -  0.00297  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-1]  +  0.00657  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-2] 
       ( 0 . 0 9 1 5 9 )                          ( 0 . 2 0 8 6 5 )  
      -  0.04499  *  dlogya(penergywd)[-3] 
       (1.44486) 
                                        +   0 . 0 3 6 8 8   *   d l o g y a ( p e n e r g y w d ) [ - 4 ]  
                                         ( 1 . 5 1 2 5 8 )  
      +  0.00272    +  0.00133  *  SEASON_2  +  0.00173  *  SEASON_3 
       (0.63155)    (0.24081)            (0.31438) A-28 
      +  0.00159  *  SEASON_4 
       (0.28349) 
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0121   Std  Err    0.0155   LHS  Mean   0.0267 
 R  Sq       0.8748   R  Bar  Sq   0.8448   F  12,  50  29.1240 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8258   D.W.(  4)   2.4017 
 
(E39)Consumer Price Index - General Index (CPI) 
Ordinary Least Squares 
  QUARTERLY data for      64 periods from 1993Q1 to 2008Q4 
 dlogya(cpi) 
   =  +  0.84108  *  dlogya(cpi)[-1] + 0.11720 * dlogya(cpi)[-2] 
       ( 5 . 0 2 5 9 0 )                    ( 0 . 4 5 8 2 9 )  
      +  0.10615  *  dlogya(cpi)[-3]  -  0.15058  *  dlogya(cpi)[-4] 
       ( 0 . 3 8 2 6 4 )                    ( 0 . 8 5 4 8 4 )  
      +  0.30678  *  dlogya(cpifood) - 0.26099 * dlogya(cpifood)[-1] 
       ( 2 3 . 7 6 7 9 )                    ( 4 . 9 4 7 8 3 )  
      -  0.03088  *  dlogya(cpifood)[-2] - 0.00397 * dlogya(cpifood)[-3] 
       ( 0 . 3 8 6 6 0 )                        ( 0 . 0 4 4 3 8 )  
            + 0.04279 * dlogya(cpifood)[-4] + 0.03228 * dlogya(cpienergy1) 
       ( 0 . 7 6 1 9 5 )                        ( 2 . 0 1 3 3 5 )  
      -  0.03540  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-1] 
       (1.47192) 
      +  0.00257  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-2] 
       (0.09759) 
      +  0.03018  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-3] 
       (1.12191) 
      -  0.03011  *  dlogya(cpienergy1)[-4] 
       (1.61941) 
      +  0.05537  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb) 
       (2.09466) 
      -  0.00737  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-1] 
       (0.16717) 
      +  0.04684  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-2] 
       (1.19345) 
      -  0.06699  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-3] 
       (1.98982) 
      +  0.01062  *  dlogya(gdp01)-dlogya(pogdp01twb)[-4] - 0.00018 
       (0.37235)                                        (0.22991) 
            + 0.00012 * SEASON_2 + 0.00045 * SEASON_3 - 0.00011 * SEASON_4 
       ( 0 . 1 4 5 1 4 )             ( 0 . 5 3 3 7 2 )             ( 0 . 1 2 6 2 5 )  
 
 Sum  Sq     0.0002   Std  Err    0.0023   LHS  Mean   0.0167 
 R  Sq       0.9859   R  Bar  Sq   0.9784   F  22,  41  130.518 
 D.W.(  1)   1.8603   D.W.(  4)   2.0966 
 
(2)Identity Equations 
(I1)Private Consumption Expenditure – Food (CPFOOD) 
 CPFOOD=CPFOOD01*PCPFOOD/100; 
(I2)Private Consumption Expenditure – Beverages (CPBEV) 
 CPBEV=CPBEV01*PCPBEV/100; 
(I3)Private Consumption Expenditure –Tobacco (CPTOB)   
 CPTOB=CPTOB01*PCPTOB/100; A-29 
(I4)Private Consumption Expenditure –Clothing Footwear (CPCLFT) 
 CPCLFT=CPCLFT01*PCPCLFT/100; 
(I5)Private Consumption Expenditure –Fuel & Power (CPFUEL) 
 CPFUEL=CPFUEL01*PCPFUEL/100; 
(I6)Private Consumption Expenditure –Furniture & House Equip (CPFURN) 
 CPFURN=CPFURN01*PCPFURN/100; 
(I7)Private Consumption Expenditure –Rents & Water Charges CPRENTW) 
 CPRENTW=CPRENTW01*PCPRENTW/100; 
(I8)Private Consumption Expenditure –Household Operation (CPHOP) 
 CPHOP=CPHOP01*PCPHOP/100; 
(I9)Private Consumption Expenditure –Medicare & Health (CPHEALTH) 
 CPHEALTH=CPHEALTH01*PCPHEALTH/100; 
(I10)Private Consumption Expenditure –Recreation & Education (CPRECED) 
 CPRECED=CPRECED01*PCPRECED/100; 
(I11)Private Consumption Expenditure –Transport & Communication
 (CPTRNCOM) 
 CPTRNCOM=CPTRNCOM01*PCPTRNCOM/100; 
(I12)Private Consumption Expenditure –Miscellaneous  (CPO) 
 CPO=CPO01*PCPO/100; 
(I13)Real Private Consumption Expenditure – (CP01) 
  CP01 = CPFOOD01+CPBEV01+CPTOB01+CPCLFT01+CPFUEL01+CPFURN01+ 
CPRENTW01+CPHOP01+CPHEALTH01+CPO01+CPTRNCOM01+CPRECED01; 
(I14)Private Consumption Expenditure – (CP) 
 CP  =  CPFOOD+CPBEV+CPTOB+CPCLFT+CPFUEL+CPFURN+CPRENTW+ 
CPHOP+CPHEALTH+CPO+CPTRNCOM+CPRECED; 
(I15)Private Consumption Expenditure Deflator – (PCP) 
 PCP=CP/CP01*100; 
(I16)Gross Fixed Capital Formation (IFIX)   
 IFIX=IFIX01*PIFIX/100; 
(I17) Exports of Goods & Services (EX)-   
 EX=EX01*PEX/100; 
(I18) Imports of Goods & Services (M) 
 M=M01*PM/100; 
(I19)Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP01) 
GDP01  ＝  CP01 + CG01 + IFIX01 + INVCH01 + EX01 – M01； 
 A-30 
(I20) Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 
GDP  ＝  CP + CG + IFIX + INVCH + EX – M； 
(I21) Gross Domestic Product Deflator(PGDP) 
PGDP=GDP/GDP01*100; 
(I22) Real Gross National Product (GNP01) 
GNP01  ＝ GDP01  +  YWN01 
(I23) Gross National Product (GNP) 
GNP  ＝ GDP  +YWN 
(I24)Per Capita GNP(PCGNP) 
PCGNP  ＝ GNP/EUS/N 
(I25) Exchange Rate (NT$ per US$) Index(ER@TW) 
EUS =ER@TW*33.81/100;A-31 
III. The Estimation Results for AIDS Model     



































expenditure  Adj-R2 
 of Food Exp. 
2.23 ***  0.36 ***  -0.10 ***  -0.02     0.15 *** -0.03   0.14     -0.22  ***   -0.05     0.08     0.07     -0.24  ***  -0.14  -0.11  ***  0.92  
5.86    9.01    -3.04   -0.93   5.94   -1.31   1.29   -4.37   -1.11   1.43   0.96   -6.43     -5.19     
Ratio of Beverages Exp. 
0.23 **    -0.10 ***    0.04 ***  0.00     0.01     0.06 ***  0.12 ***  -0.03  **   -0.03  *   -0.12  *** 0.00     0.01     0.04  -0.01 *  0.88  
2.03    -3.04   3.94    0.54   1.20   7.86   3.75   -2.20   -1.96   -7.35   -0.04   1.04     -1.74     
Ratio of Tobacco Exp. 
0.13 ***  -0.02     0.00     0.02 *** 0.01 ***  -0.01 *** -0.01     0.00   0.00   0.01     0.01     -0.02 ***  0.01  -0.01 **  0.92  
2.69    -0.93   0.54   9.67    4.63   -4.04   -0.38   0.49   -0.27   1.67   1.06   -5.14     -2.36     
Ratio of Clothing Exp. 
-0.78     0.15 ***  0.01     0.01     0.06 **  -0.28 *** -0.42 **  0.27  ***   0.05     0.30  ***  -0.05     -0.07  *   -0.03  0.04  *  0.82  
-1.83    5.94   1.20   4.63   2.03    -9.55   -3.41   4.90   1.12   4.80   -0.67   -1.71     1.95     
Ratio of Fuel & Power Exp. 
0.23 ***  -0.03   0.06 ***  -0.01 *** -0.28 *** 0.06 *** 0.06 ***  -0.05 ***    -0.01     -0.01     0.00     -0.03 ***  0.24  -0.01 ***  0.91  
4.01    -1.31   7.86   -4.04   -9.55    15.77   3.67   -6.40   -1.57   -0.78   -0.40   -5.20     -3.55     
Ratio of Rents & Water 
Charges Exp. 
0.84 ***  0.14     0.12 ***  -0.01     -0.42 **  0.06 *** 0.61 *** -0.04     -0.02   -0.22 ***  0.08 ***  -0.15 ***  -0.15  -0.04 **  0.96  
2.84    1.29   3.75   -0.38  -3.41  3.67    7.13    -1.06 -0.74  -5.23  1.43  -5.10  -2.22   
Ratio of House Equip Exp. 
-0.56 ***  -0.22 ***  -0.03 **  0.00 *** 0.27 *** -0.05 *** -0.04     0.08 ***  0.02     0.03     -0.06 *    -0.06 **  0.06  0.03 ***  0.84  
-3.35    -4.37   -2.20   0.49   4.90   -6.40   -1.06   3.57    0.91   1.20   -1.92   -3.43     3.57     
Ratio of Household Operation 
Exp. 
-0.02 *  -0.05     -0.03 *  0.00   0.05     -0.01     -0.02 *** 0.02     0.05 ***  0.01 *  0.03 **  -0.04 ***  -0.01  0.00    0.93  
-0.22    -1.11   -1.96   -0.27   1.12   -1.57   -0.74   0.91    5.18    0.68   2.06   -5.62     0.59     
Ratio of Medicare & Health 
Exp. 
0.51     0.08     -0.12 ***  0.01     0.30 *** -0.01     -0.22     0.03     0.01  *  -0.07     0.18  **  -0.09  **   -0.10  -0.02    0.84  
1.40    1.43   -7.35   1.67   4.80   -0.78   -5.23   1.20   0.68   -1.36    2.62   -2.67     -1.13   
Ratio of Recreation & 
Education Exp. 
-0.05     0.07     0.00     0.01     -0.05     0.00     0.08 *** -0.06 *  0.03 **  0.18 **  0.13   0.36  ***  -0.75  0.01    0.84  
-0.06    0.96   -0.04   1.06   -0.67   -0.40   1.43   -1.92   2.06   2.62    0.83    4.66     0.31     
Ratio of Transport Exp. 
1.11 **  -0.24 ***  0.01     -0.02 *** -0.07 * -0.03 *** -0.15 *** -0.06 **  -0.04 *** -0.09 ** 0.36 *** 0.33 *** -1.11 -0.05 ** 0.76  
2.73    -6.43   1.04   -5.14   -1.71   -5.20   -5.10   -3.43  -5.62   -2.67   4.66   8.38      -2.39    
Ratio of Mis. Exp.  -2.47    -0.14    0.04    0.01    -0.03    0.24    -0.15    0.06    -0.01    -0.10   -0.75  -1.11   1.94  0.12       
Note: 1.*** is denoted as 1% significance level; ** is denoted as 5% significance level; * is denoted as 10% significance level. 
2. the 2
nd row of each variable is t-Value. A-32 
IV. The Matches for Sector in Input-Output tables 
(I)The matches for 49-Sectors with 10-Sectors
10-Sectors 49-Sectors 
No.  Definitions No.  Definitions 
1  Agriculture 
1 Agricultural  Products 
2 Livestock 
3 Forest  Products 
4 Fisheries 





6 Process  Foods 
7 Beverage 
8 Tobacco 
9  Textile Mill Products 
10 
Wearing Apparel and 
Accessories 
11 
Leather & Leather 
Products 
12  Wood & Wood Products 
13 








14 Industrial  Chemicals 
15 Artificial  Fibers 
16 Plastic 














21  Iron and Steel Products 
22 Miscellaneous  Metals 










Electronic Components & 
Parts 
29 
Electrical Machinery & 
Other Appliances
30 Transport  Equipment 
31 Other  Manufactures 
10-Sectors 49-Sectors 
No. Definitions No.  Definitions 





Public & Other 
Construction 















Post & Telecommunication 
Services 







Finance & Insurance 
Services 
41 Real  Estate  Services 
42 










43 Information  Services 
44 Other  Business  Services 
46  Education Services 
47  Medical Services 
48 
Broadcasting, Recreational 
& Cultural Services 
49 





(II)The matches for 49 Sectors with 161 Sector 
49-Sectors 161-Sectors  49  Sectors  161Sectors 









2 Coarse  Grain  Crops  87  Metal Processing Machinery 
3 Sugarcane  88  Industrial Machinery 
4  Other Special Crops  89  Other Machinery 
5 Fruits  90 










7  Other Horticultural Crops  92 
Electric lamps & Lighting 
Equipment 
10 Agricultural  Services 100







96  Computer Products 






11 Forestry  98 Data Storage Media 
4 Fisheries  12  Fishery  Products  99  Computer Components 
5 Minerals 
13  Energy Minerals  27 
Communication 
Equipment 
101 Communication Equipment 






15 Salt  103






Electronic Components & 
Parts 










Transmission and Distribution 
Machinery 
18 
Edible Oil & Fat 
By-Products 
94  Wires & Cables 








21 Sugar  106 Motor Vehicles 
22 Animal  Feeds  107 Motorcycles 
23 Canned  Foods  108 Bicycles 
24 Frozen  Foods  109 Other Transport Equitment 





Precision Instruments & 
Apparatus 
26 Other  Seasonings  111
Education & Entertainment 
Articles 
27 Dairy  Products  112 Other Manufactures A-34 
49-Sectors 161-Sectors  49  Sectors  161Sectors 
No.  Definitions  No.  Definitions   No. Definitions    No. Definitions   
28 














30 Non-Alcoholic  Beverages 
33 
 
Public & Other 
Construction 
118 Public Works 
31 Alcoholic  Beverages  119 Other Construction   




33  Cotton & Cotton Fabrics  35  Electricity  114 Gas 
34 Wool  &  Worsted  Fabrics  36  Gas  115
City Water, Steam & Hot 
Water 








36 Knitted  Fabrics  127 Other Land Transportation   
37 Other  Fabrics  128 Water Transportation 
38 
Printing, Dyeing & 
Finishing 





39 Tatted  Garments  130
Services Incidental to 
Transport 
40 Knitted  Garments  131 Travel Agency Services 
41 
Fabric Products, Wearing 










133 Postal Services 
43  Leather Footwear  134 Telecommunication Services 





120 Wholesale Trade 
12 
Wood & Wood 
Products 
 
45  Lumber  121 Retail Trade 
46  Plywood  122 International Trade 
47 







48  Non-Metallic Furniture  136 Securities & Futures 
13 




49  Pulp & Paper  137 Insurance 





138 House Services 
51 
Newspapers, Books & 
Magazines 
139 Real Estate Services 
52 




Restaurant & Hotel 
Services 





53  Basic Industrial Chemicals  125 Restaurant Services 
54  Petrochemical Raw Materials  43    143 Information Services 
59  Other Chemical Materials  44  Information  123 Commodity Brokerage   A-35 
49-Sectors 161-Sectors  49  Sectors  161Sectors 




56  Synthetic Fibers  Services 
Other Business 
Services 
140 Renting & Leasing Services 
57  Other Artificial Fibers  141
Legal and Accounting 
Services 





67  Rubber Products  144
Research & Development 
Services 
68  Plastic & Rubber Footwear  145 Advertising Services 
69  Other Plastic Products  146






55  Chemical Fertilizers  152 Support Services 







61  Medicines  46  Education Services 147 Educational Training Services
62  Pesticides and Herbicides  47 Medical Services  148 Medical & Health Services 
63 







Radio, Television & Movies 
Services 
64  Other Chemical products  151













149 Social Welfare Services 








ng   
70  Ceramic Products  154 Services of Civil Association 
71  Glass & Glass Products  155 Other Social Services 
72  Cement  156
Repair and Maintenance of 
Motor Vehicles 
73  Cement Products  157 Other Repair Services 
74 
Other Non-Metallic Mineral 
Products 
158 Household Services 
21 
Iron and Steel 
Products 
75  Pig Iron & Crude Steel  159 Other Personal Services 




77  Aluminum 





Metal Forging & Powder 
Metallurgy 
80 
Metallic Products for 
Household Use 
81  Metallic Hand Tools 
82 
Metal Structure & 
Architectural Components 
83  Metal Containers 
84  Other Metal Products 
85 
Surface Treating of Metal 
Products 
Data Dource:http://www.stat.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=17204&ctNode=2107。
http://eng.stat.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=8488&ctNode=1650 